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Abstract 

Victorian social politics greatly influenced the handling of gender and sexuality 

portrayed in Sensation Fiction novels – and considering how immensely popular these 

novels were, it is unsurprising that the restricted handling of minority characters has had 

a lasting effect. Adderose is a novella that illustrates these deeply rooted tropes in 

literature, which are often socially acceptable strategies of portraying unconventional 

characters to a widespread audience – however dangerous or empowering that may be. 

The novella and accompanying process essay focus on the representation of Queerness 

and Women, drawing upon Ellen Bayuk Rosenman’s paper describing the use of 

Melodrama as a literary strategy in Victorian writing. Adderose portrays a basic 

adultery plotline within two contexts, weaving these two stories together throughout the 

novella. One is set in Victorian-era Sussex, and the other in contemporary New York 

City. Essentially, by forcing a character to suffer and thereby generating enough 

sympathy from the reader, the character’s Otherness is “forgiven” by a conservative 

audience – even a Victorian audience. Bury Your Gays, also called Lesbian Death 

Syndrome, is a common trope in pop culture, often affecting Queer women characters. 

Through Queer Coding and by utilizing these restrictive tropes, Adderose highlights the 

history of the trope as well as the relationship between social politics and Queer 

representation.  

Keywords: Queer Representation, Victorian Literature, Sensation Fiction, Social 

Politics. 
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Chapter 1: Sussex 

 Prudence peered out the window, her clear honey brown eyes quickly locating 

her great uncle and the woman walking in step with him, not holding his arm. She 

studied her, staring down upon her from above, like a goddess of judgment. Miss 

Adderose. Her new governess.  

 She was a beautiful, dark-haired young woman of indeterminate age, who, as the 

neighbors murmured amongst themselves, had lost her parents just recently in a horrible 

fire. It was an absolute tragedy, such a shame. She was far too delicate a creature to be 

working so hard, they’d murmured sympathetically when she had shown up from 

London as the Mathesons’ new governess. But what a grand figure for Prudence to look 

up to, they’d all amended. After all, young Prudence had glorious potential for 

transforming into a lady yet. She was charming, certainly, but she could be beautiful – 

and it was a woman like Miss Adderose who could mold her into that beauty.  

This Miss Adderose spoke French and Italian, played piano, and sang 

beautifully - drawing immediate comparisons to the delicate songbirds that flittered 

around the Mathesons’ manor. “Rose,” everyone would murmur, “she’s definitely more 

of a Rose than an Adder. An Adder can’t look as sweet as that.”  

“How could such a gentle creature have such a sharp name?” Prudence’s great 

uncle mused, guiding her towards the manor. “We’ll call you Miss Rose, if you don’t 

mind. There’s no hint of the serpent in you.” 

 “Whatever you prefer,” Adderose smiled gently, brown eyes glancing towards 

the house, which loomed above them, stark and grey. “You have a beautiful home, 

Mister Matheson.” 

 The Matheson Manor was impressive, certainly, but Adderose couldn’t help 

feeling the place looked a bit cold. The face of the building, shadowed and backlit in the 

crisp air, was stoic rather than welcoming – chilled, not warm. She wondered how it 

was decorated inside, and whether it reflected the personalities of its inhabitants, like 

the Talboys’ house in Lady Audley’s Secret. She smiled, thinking of the book, tucked 

away in her valise – she had read it during the train ride from London. She wondered if 

Mister Matheson would approve of that particular novel.  

 “Thank you – it is large, of course, and much too big for an old man and his 

niece. We’re glad to have you here, to brighten up the place. We were so very alone this 
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past winter – I got the sense that Prudence was a bit lonely, living here with me. You’ll 

be good for her.” 

 “I’m very excited to meet her,” Adderose smiled. 

 Mister Matheson mirrored the smile, eyes lingering on her face. She was 

youthful, still, but with an almost regal air – a broad, pale, smooth face, large honey 

brown eyes, and full red lips whose grin maintained just a hint of mischief. Her lustrous 

brown curls were pinned up and away from her countenance, her graceful neck 

protected by a perfumed scarf. Mister Matheson, as well as most men they had passed 

on the way from the train station, could scarcely contain a wistful sigh when gazing 

upon her face. “You’ve never been married, Miss Rose? Please do not mind my asking 

– it’s just that you are such a charming creature.”  

 She was quiet for a moment as they stepped into the shadow of the large house. 

“No, I’ve never been married. I lived with my parents until the fire… we were so 

happy, so calm and content, that I never thought to part with them.” 

 “And are you lonely? Now, without a family?” 

 “I won’t be lonely, here with Prudence,” Adderose answered gently, 

understanding where the old man’s mind was heading. There had been some hints, on 

the walk earlier, and she was used to dealing with unwanted affection from powerful 

men. She tried to maintain subtlety. “Besides, it was very hard to be lonely in a place 

like London. If anything, I am looking forward to the quiet countryside.” 

 “Could a young rose ever love an old man, I wonder?” he continued, willfully 

ignoring her polite hint.  

 She smiled, though it did not reach her eyes. “I’m far from a young rose, sir. I’m 

starting to wilt, surely – or, at least, I feel that way. And besides, I’m here as a 

governess, Mister Matheson; while you’re of course charming, and you have been so 

kind to me, I daresay my priority must be to guide Prudence and to teach her all I have 

to offer. Do not worry about my being lonely – I don’t think I have the ability to feel 

lonely, especially here, surrounded by such breathtaking nature.” 

 “Do you like our gardens, then?” Mister Matheson seemed glad. He nodded 

proudly, grey eyes roaming around the perfectly tamed plants and finely pruned shrubs. 

Even in the chilly air, the remaining flowers from the summertime were wonderfully 

fragrant and colorful, bringing to the scene that welcoming warmth that Adderose had 
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missed from the façade of the house itself. “I work diligently on them. It’s about all I 

can focus on, these days, ever since my sister died. It is a comfort, maintaining beauty 

here in her absence. If not for me, then for my dear Pru.” 

 “Has Prudence suffered greatly, after her parents’ deaths?” Adderose inquired, 

broaching the subject gently. “I ask, having lost my own parents… I just cannot imagine 

going through this grief at such a young age. It’s such a profound heaviness to bear on 

such youthful shoulders.” 

 “She’s a vivacious girl, you’ll see. She was sad, of course, but she’s growing up 

quickly – too quickly, for me! You’ll have your hands full, that’s for sure. Keep those 

beautiful brown eyes of yours on her at these dances she’s so insistent upon attending. I 

worry about her attracting attention from uncouth young men.”  

 Adderose laughed. “I was her age, once. I can relate to her. I wouldn’t worry too 

much, though I will of course be sure to keep her out of trouble. Besides, some attention 

can be good for a young woman – essential, even.” 

 “Yes, well, I’m perhaps a bit old-fashioned in this respect, Miss Rose. It’s a 

small town – let us try to avoid gossip, at all costs.”   

 Adderose grimaced. “I certainly wouldn’t want to ruin anyone’s reputation – 

please do not worry, Mister Matheson. You can trust me.” 

 They stepped into the grey house, a blonde, freckled maid closing the heavy 

wooden door quietly behind them. The birdsongs were suddenly muted, replaced by that 

immense quiet peculiar to a sturdy countryside manor.  

 “And here she is, my beautiful niece,” he smiled broadly as Prudence appeared 

in the front foyer. “Meet your new governess, Miss Rose.”  

 “It’s good to meet you, Miss Rose.”  

 “And you, Prudence. Your uncle has told me just the loveliest things about you.”  

 Adderose could feel the girl’s eyes swoop over her face, her clothes, the touch of 

color she’d dabbed on her cheeks, in an effort to diminish her anxious pallor. She 

wondered what she looked like, to the young woman. She wondered what judgments 

her new pupil was passing, what pre-established assumptions and biases she would have 

to wade through to gain her confidence. She found, to her surprise, that she almost did 

not care. She was simply relieved to be out of London, in a beautiful manor with 

beautiful gardens, with duties to occupy her time – and her mind. It was a relief that 
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would physically swoop over her, like stepping into sunshine from a deep shadow. It 

was a relief so intense and encompassing that, when it hit her, as it did occasionally, she 

would need to sit, for fear of swooning. Furthermore, it was a relief that she did not 

trust. It was a sunshine, a warmth, that could never quite reach her heart. She held 

tightly in her grasp a sharp, sparkling anxiety that could not be dulled, despite how it cut 

at her palms. But her face would not betray her – Mister Matheson and Prudence would 

never see the weakness behind her warm brown eyes. She would make sure, 

relentlessly, untiringly, that they would only see her beauty. 

  

- - - 

 

 “Are you really a spinster, then?” Prudence whispered. They were walking 

around the garden, listening to the birds talk amongst themselves, as a break from their 

own language lesson. Prudence’s French, Adderose had immediately diagnosed, was in 

dire need of improvement. But le subjonctif could hold either woman’s attention for 

only so long. Adderose had been looking forward to a break in the garden just as much 

as her disgruntled student.  

 “I am so much more than an unmarried woman, Prudence,” Adderose scolded 

gently. Spinster was not a word she was used to hearing about herself, and she certainly 

didn’t appreciate the judgmental look in the younger woman’s eyes.  

 “But didn’t you ever want children?”  

 Adderose glanced away, sighing. “Of course. I love children. But… Life is 

okay. I am content, with where I am. Here, with you, walking around this beautiful 

garden.” She smiled. 

 “You know, there’s another spinster in town. A proper one. Not as pretty as 

you.”  

 “Prudence, you mustn’t be rude.”  

 “Her name’s Fanny Watson. Francine. She lives alone in a little flint cottage she 

inherited from her family. She comes to the dances, still, even being a spinster. She’s 

old, but she still comes around. She’s got a lovely cousin, though, called George 

Watson.” A sudden dreaminess tinted Prudence’s face. “That Mister Watson is a 

barrister. He goes to London, oftentimes.”  
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 “And does anyone dance with her?” 

 “With Fanny? Of course not!” Prudence looked childishly aghast at having been 

ripped from her daydream about George Watson.  

 “Does anyone drink tea with her? Or sit with her at these dances?”  

 “Miss Rose, you really do not understand.”  

 “I think there is a lesson here that you need to learn, Prudence. Women need to 

support each other. Nowadays, especially, we can be bolder than we have been in the 

past. We can be brazen, even. Dare I say it?” she smiled mischievously at her charge.  

 “We aren’t in London, Miss Rose. This is the countryside. Life is different, 

here.” 

 “Then it is all the more important not to ostracize anyone, married or no,” 

Adderose chastised grimly. “You talk with me, after all, even though I am unmarried.”  

 “Yes, but you’re my governess, so…” 

 “So you must?” 

 That made Prudence grin. “So I must.”  

 “And so you must learn from me, as well. We will meet Miss Fanny Watson at 

the next dance.” 

 

- - - 

 

 “Miss Rose, you have a letter.” 

 “A letter?” Adderose stepped down the staircase, frowning delicately. Even in a 

disconcerted grimace, Adderose was beautiful. At the foot of the staircase Siobhán, one 

of the maids, was holding up the envelope in question, a bit coyly. “Who on Earth 

would send me a letter? I just moved here.”  

 “The barrister dropped it off. He had been hoping to see you in person, but you 

were out in the gardens somewhere.” The maid handed the envelope over, but was 

startled as Adderose paled. “Are you okay, Miss Rose? Should you sit down?” 

 “A barrister? What have I done?” 

 “Oh, it’s just the barrister George Watson, ma’am. He’s a bachelor in town. 

Very handsome, he is. I’m sure it’s a… a good letter, if you understand.”  
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 Adderose’s pallor was immediately swept away by a full-fledged blush. She 

opened the envelope to find that the letter’s contents matched the maid’s suppositions. 

“Two men in one week!”  

 “Welcome to the countryside, Miss Rose,” the maid laughed lightly. “You’re 

new here, and you are quite beautiful, after all.”  

 “I’m but a governess, Siobhán! I had been hoping to enjoy the renowned quiet 

of the countryside.”  

 Siobhán laughed heartily. “I don’t think you will be finding that, here, Miss 

Rose. So you’re not interested in poor Mister Watson, then? He really is handsome. 

And his family’s got money, I know.” 

 “I’m not interested in anyone at the moment. I’m here to focus on my work.”  

 “If you get married to a man like George Watson, you would not have to work.”  

 “I am not interested, Siobhán.” 

 The maid scoffed melodramatically. “Well, you’ll have to break it to him 

gently.” 

 “I’ll write him a lovely rebuttal,” Adderose nodded. “Spray it with perfume. I’ll 

even seal it with a parting kiss. It will be tough, avoiding this man – it seems Prudence 

has got a bit of an interest in him, herself.”  

 Siobhán laughed. “Again, welcome to the countryside, Miss Rose.” 

 “Please just called me Rose; we’re friends now.”  

 “Rose.” The maid smiled. “Dropped the Adder, I see.”  

 Adderose grinned back. “I’m certainly trying to.”  

 

 

Chapter 2: New York 

 “She’s so cute.”  

 “Thank you, Adderose.”  

 “Please, call me Al.” The younger of the women smiled down at the infant, who 

mirrored the grin sleepily.  

 “But you have such a nice name,” Ellen murmured. “I’m so partial to older-

sounding names like that. It gives me the impression you’re a character in a book, or 

something. They’re romantic, older names like yours.”  
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 “Thus Prudence.”  

 “Thus Prudence,” Ellen winked. “She’s been really quiet this morning, so she 

shouldn’t give you much trouble. Call me if you need anything, though. You have my 

cell.”  

 Al nodded, and Ellen shrugged on her trench coat, closing the door behind her. 

Al listened for the latch, and then allowed the ensuing silence to embrace her. It was 

amazing, how completely the city was shut out of the house. It was almost eerie, to find 

such a complete and total silence in Manhattan. Her commute that morning had been 

loud. The night she had spent in her own rented room had been loud. Everything was 

loud. She wasn’t sure which was more comforting – the utter silence of Ellen’s house, 

or the overwhelming, all-forgiving, swallowing loudness of the city outside. Standing 

there, feeling increasingly awkward in the quiet, she was leaning towards the latter. 

 Uncomfortable, Al glanced around the room. It was a brownstone townhouse – 

of course. Ellen Matheson was extremely wealthy. Anyone who could afford to fly in a 

nanny from across the ocean had to be exceedingly rich, after all. This place was a far 

cry from the flat she’d been renting in London. She felt like a character in a film, a 

stereotype, almost. She was a fish out of water, a stranger in the big city – she could feel 

the tropes tightening around her, guiding her fate. She shuddered. 

 She felt out of place, certainly, but also strangely safe. Her entire existence, it 

seemed, was caught up in this contradiction in terms. In order to feel safe, she’d had to 

leave London. But at the same time, there was an inherent unsteadiness in moving so far 

away from home. She felt safe, but also vulnerable.  

 She glanced down at the baby, forced a smile. “Don’t worry. We’re safe, here.”  

 

- - - 

  

 Ellen had been right – Prudence was quiet all day. They’d almost come to crisis 

around noon, but Al had somehow managed to calm her down. She’d cleaned the house, 

taken Prudence on a walk in the sunshine, and had been in the process of preparing 

dinner for Ellen when she returned home from work. Miss Matheson sipped a cup of tea 

and idly read a book at the kitchen table while Al baked salmon.  

 “Do you like to read, Adderose?” 
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 “Mm, I do,” Al replied, rolling a lemon under the ball of her hand.  

 “You know I work in publishing, right?”  

 “Mm.” Al tried to focus on the paring knife in her hand. She was painfully 

aware of her lack of culinary skills, and, knowing she couldn’t afford to make a fool out 

of herself in front of Ellen, she was more than a little anxious.  

 “This book I’m reading now is about a woman like you, traveling around, 

forging her own path. Never married, no kids.” 

 Al looked up, surprised. Ellen was studying her.   

 “That’s right, yes? You’ve never married?” she pressed.  

 “Erm. That’s right.” 

 “I’m not judging you,” Ellen offered a charming smile, which Al returned, if a 

bit wanly. She certainly felt judged. “How old are you, dear?” 

 “I’m thirty.”  

 “And no children?” 

 Al’s throat burned. She glanced accusingly at the onion she’d just chopped. 

Horrible timing.  “No. I have no kids.”  

 “Well, I’m certainly glad you’re here to take care of mine,” Ellen smiled, and Al 

relaxed. “Prudence was good for you, today, right?”  

 “She’s very quiet.”  

 “Yeah, she is. And she’s so affectionate, when she’s awake. She’s been 

charming me since the day she was born. But still, I don’t blame you for not wanting 

your own children.”  

 Al stared at her. She hadn’t exactly said that. But before she could gather her 

thoughts and reply, Ellen continued swiftly, “So, have you been wondering where my 

husband is?” 

 Jesus Christ. This woman was relentless. Adderose clung to any remaining 

conversational tact she could, despite Ellen’s insistence on casting it all aside. “No, 

ma’am.” 

 “But it is a little strange, isn’t it, a single woman with an infant?” 

 “No, not at all. I wouldn’t call that strange.”  

 “It is strange… in my social circle.”  
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 Al shifted on her feet. She felt that she had to take control of the conversation, 

guide herself towards gentler waters. “Miss Matheson, I’m here to cook you salmon, not 

write your biography.”  

 Ellen laughed, and Al breathed. This conversation felt like a bumpy ride on a 

crowded, jerky subway train – she was struggling to maintain balance, composure, not 

to fall on her face as Ellen watched on with her sharp, intelligent, judgmental eyes. 

Quite frankly, she was also struggling with the salmon. She couldn’t remember the last 

time she ate salmon, let alone prepared it. 

 “Anyway, I don’t think this book I’m reading now will be particularly 

successful. Nobody wants to read about an independent young lesbian, unless she meets 

some horrible tragedy in the end, or along the way. Through suffering comes growth, 

right? Or, at least, entertainment for the masses. And this story is way too uplifting to 

please everyone. Some people hate women too much to read a book like this. And, to be 

completely honest, that just means there is less money to be made.”  

 “Do you think she will?” Al asked, opening the oven. She was a bit disturbed by 

Ellen’s words, despite knowing their sad truth. “Do you think she’ll meet some tragedy, 

I mean,” she spoke into the rippling air of the oven, feeling her skin flush as she 

carefully slid the pan of prepared salmon into the heat. 

 “Don’t we all meet some sort of tragedy eventually, Adderose?” 

  

- - - 

 

 Al glanced across the cafe at Francine, who raised her face, as if she could feel 

the sharpness of her gaze. Green eyes met Al’s brown ones. She was beautiful. Francine 

Watson. Al recognized her from photographs posted by mutual friends on social media, 

which honestly made her feel a bit creepy.  

“What are you reading?” Al mouthed across the room. 

 Red eyebrows rose. She removed an ear bud from one of her ears. “Huh?” 

 Al took this as an invitation, gliding across the room and plopping her chipped 

coffee mug on Francine’s wobbly wooden table, pulling up a chair. “What are you 

reading?” 

 “Northanger Abbey.” 
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 “Really?” 

 Francine looked defensive. “Yeah.” 

 “Why?” 

 The green eyes narrowed. “I like Victorian literature.” 

 “Well, Jane Austen wasn’t quite Victorian, though. Though you can of course 

see her influence within the rest of the century’s literary works… I’d say Northanger 

Abbey could be a Gothic work, right?” 

 Green eyes remained narrowed, visibly unimpressed. “Yeah. Hence my reading 

it. You’re not telling me anything I don’t already know. Listen, did you come over here 

to make fun of me, or to flirt with me? Because we could be having an actual 

conversation, you know.”  

 Al laughed. “Okay, true.”  

 “I’m doing my thesis on Sensation Fiction. I think the contemporary handling of 

sexuality in popular culture can be traced back to Victorian writing, but of course I need 

to go back a bit more.” 

 “Since all of the works are reacting intertextually with each other?” 

 A reluctant smirk. “Yeah.” 

 “Okay. That’s interesting. See, I’m not just some asshole interrupting your 

coffee break. I know what I’m talking about, sometimes.” 

 “Hmm. I’m not sure about that, yet.” Francine snickered into her own chipped 

coffee mug. 

 “I’m Adderose. You’re Fanny Watson, right? I know your cousin, George. 

Somebody tried to set us up, as soon as I moved here.” Al laughed, shrugging. “That’s 

New York, for you. See a cute girl and of course I can immediately do this Six Degrees 

of Kevin Bacon thing with her.”  

 Francine laughed, but shook her head, tucking her ginger hair behind her ear. 

“It’s Francine, actually. It’s nice to meet you, I guess. I feel like I’ve seen you around.”  

 “Yeah... I’ve been sucked into some sort of a social life since coming here – I’m 

not used to it, honestly. I had heard that New York never sleeps, but are you ever 

hydrated in this city? I’ve been hung over since I got here.” 

 Francine laughed. “Coffee’ll help that. Kind of.” 

 “True. Who needs water? Not me!” 
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 Francine laughed again, but her eyes gravitated towards her book.  

 “So where are you studying?” 

 “NYU.” 

 “You’re smart.” 

 “Couldn’t you tell?”  

 Adderose smiled.  

 Francine mirrored it. 

 “Alright, I’ll leave you to read, but can I get your number?” 

 Francine laughed in surprise. “Christ. I knew it. Sure, why not?” 

 “So we can keep discussing Intertextuality.”  

 “Of course.” 

  

- - - 

 

 Any semblance of silence in the Matheson house had dissipated entirely by the 

next day. Ellen was a whirlwind, rushing out the door as soon as Al arrived. Prudence 

was loud. Actually, she was more than loud – Prudence was screaming. 

 “Sorry, can you handle her? I’m off – huge meeting!” Ellen closed the door 

behind her.  

 Al stared at the shut door, bewildered, and unbuttoned her cardigan 

mechanically. Again, she got the impression that she was surrounded by American 

stereotypes – there she goes, the career woman who sacrifices her family for success, or 

something like that. The infant continued screaming. “Prudence, Christ!” she whispered 

in a bit of exasperation, turning to the baby. “What is wrong, love?” 

 By the time she’d quieted the infant down, it was pouring out. Exhausted, Al 

stared out the second story window, watching the neighbors start their commutes. A dog 

walker hurried by, shepherding five huge golden retrievers and looking extremely tired. 

“Maybe I could do that, too, Pru. I like dogs.”  

 Prudence babbled in her chair, and Al sighed. “I mean, I love kids, too, 

Prudence, but being around you makes me a bit sad, if I’m being honest. More so than 

I’d expected it would.”  
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 The baby stared at her, and Al stared back, thinking that Prudence’s big brown 

eyes reminded her of others, of eyes that made her chest ache with a resounding 

longing, a cruel grief. She blinked, not allowing herself to conjure the ghost that floated 

around the outskirts of her mind, haunting her. She couldn’t think about him. Not yet.   

 

- - - 

 

 “Adderose, huh?”  

 “Mm. That’s the name. But ‘You Can Call Me Al,’” she sang lightly, into her 

half-empty pint glass.  

 “Adder… Rose. So are you a snake or a flower?” Francine asked, missing the 

reference. They were sitting at a bar on the Bowery, a few blocks from the bookstore 

Francine worked at.  

 Al snorted. “Bit of both, I guess.” 

 “C’mon…” 

 “Tell me about yourself, Francine.”  

 “You’re the one with the mysterious past. Why are you in New York?” 

 “Why is anyone in New York?”  

 “Alright, sure.”  

 “Why are you here?” 

 “You know why. I’m studying. Dude, I’m serious. You know all about my life. 

You even know my family, if you know George.” 

 “You aren’t George, though.”  

 Francine grinned. “Well, that’s certainly true. You know he’s a lawyer? And not 

the good kind. I’m talking defending big corporations, not working for the ACLU. He 

was so pissed when I came here, actually. Didn’t want to get associated with the Queer 

crowd. He’s such an asshole. He’d be so mad, actually, if he knew I was getting a drink 

with a girl who turned him down.”  

 Al laughed. “God. I’m glad I dodged that one, then. He is cute, though, I’ll give 

him that. I’m guessing you two didn’t move to the big city together?” 

 “No way. I came here on my own. I’ve been living on grant money for a while, 

and then I started working at the Strand. I feel like I can stand on my own two feet, 
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here. I’m only from Jersey, though – it’s not like I crossed an ocean to get to the city,” 

she hinted, obviously hoping to redirect the conversation towards Al’s own history. 

 “It’s still impressive, what you’re doing. You’re very independent.”  

 “I’m not even that interesting… can we talk about you for once? I mean, we’ve 

been discussing me and my thesis and my work all night.” 

 Al shrugged, a bit sheepishly.  

 “You’re here as a…?” 

 “A nanny, yeah. An au pair, kind of. I don’t get to live in the fancy brownstone, 

though. But, that’s fine, honestly. I’d rather have a separate life, outside of work, I 

think. Somewhere else to go to.” 

 “Wow. Do you like kids?” 

 “I do. I really do. Especially ones at Prudence’s age – she’s not even a year old 

yet. So cute.” 

 “You didn’t leave any behind in England, right?” Francine laughed. 

 Al hesitated. “No, not really.” 

 “‘Not really?’ What does that even mean?” 

 “I mean…” Adderose sighed, thinking of the brown-eyed ghost that stared out 

from the corners of her mind, “that… Listen, I left behind a grave, okay?” 

 “Adderose… what?” 

 “I had a son. Thomas. He died when he was a toddler. Drowned.” 

 “Fuck, I’m so sorry, I had no idea…” 

 “I actually haven’t told anyone that, since getting here.” 

 “I’m so sorry.”  

 Al smiled feebly.  

 “And, did you have a partner…?” 

 “Yeah, he’s out of the picture. It… it wasn’t good. He was abusive. He’s 

actually the reason I left England, if I’m being honest.”  

 “Okay. Wow, I’m so sorry,” Francine repeated, her voice hollow.  

 “I’m fine, now. I struggled for years, but I’m in a healthier place. It’s never easy, 

I mean, but…” Al took a deep breath, trying to steady herself. She was quickly 

regretting baring open that wound. Maybe she wasn’t ready yet. She honestly felt a bit 

nauseous. She glanced at her beer, deciding to blame the alcohol, just as she’d blamed 
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the onions at Ellen Matheson’s place. She’d grasp at anything before accepting that she 

was feeling. She wasn’t ready to feel, yet. “Just, don’t look at me and think I’m carrying 

around my dead son, okay? There’s more to me than my grief, and I’m trying to… live, 

again.” 

 “Okay.” 

 “I’m here in New York City, I’m nannying for an adorable little girl, and I’m 

getting a drink with a beautiful, ridiculously intelligent woman. Life is okay, right 

now.” 

 Francine smiled slowly, nodding. “That’s right.”  

 

- - - 

 

 “Life is okay,” Adderose muttered to herself, walking to Ellen Matheson’s house 

the next morning. “Life is okay.” She tore into the buttered roll she’d grabbed at a 

bodega a few blocks up. She needed coffee. She didn’t want to spend time with 

Prudence, or make small talk with Ellen, or sit in that quiet house. What she wanted to 

do was sit down on a rain-streaked bench in Washington Square Park and stare at the 

pigeons, clear her mind. 

 She opened the door to the brownstone, forcing a smile at Ellen. She felt a 

pervading calm in the townhouse. Good. Ellen wasn’t a whirlwind, and Prudence 

wasn’t screaming.  

 “How are you this morning?” Ellen greeted her as Al closed the door behind her. 

 “Lovely, and you?” 

 “It’s finally stopped raining, so there’s that,” Ellen grinned, pinning her hair up 

in the hallway mirror. “Remember that I’ll be late today – I’m going to a concert at the 

Blue Note. I’ve left some take out menus in the kitchen for you. You’re in New York 

now – it’s time for you to have some good pizza.”  

 Al laughed. “Alright, thanks. What do they play at the Blue Note, is it jazz?” 

 “Of course,” she flashed another smile. “You caught the reference. Are you a 

music fan?” 

 “Oh, yes. I’m classically trained in piano, actually. I used to work as a gig 

pianist for some bands back in London. The work wasn’t regular enough, though, and 
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I…” …had a son to support, she thought, but she swallowed the words. She had 

decided not to reveal too much of her dramatic past to her employer. 

 “No way!” Ellen glanced at Al with renewed interest, not bothering to let her 

finish her sentence, anyway.  

 “Yes, way.” Al shrugged off her coat and hung it in the hallway. 

 “You know, you can feel free to use the piano. It’s been tuned recently. I never 

get any use out of it. I work too much to play, honestly. The poor thing just sits there, 

quiet. Pianos shouldn’t be quiet, you know? It’s like a Ferrari, being kept in a garage all 

its life, not being used, not seeing daylight or pushing pavement under its tires.” 

 “You have a piano?” Al replied dubiously. She had thought she’d explored most 

of the house already.  

 “Third floor. Hey, you should play a bit, for Prudence. I’d like her to be exposed 

to as much art and culture as possible, even this early.”  

 Trying not to think of the logistics of hoisting a piano to the third floor of a 

narrow brownstone, Al nodded. “Thank you, I’ll definitely do that.” 

 “Maybe one day she’ll play at the Blue Note herself,” Ellen grinned, capping her 

lipstick. She reconsidered. “God, I hope not. But hey, maybe one day you will.”  

 Al forced a smile, deciding to take that as a compliment, despite the emptiness 

of Ellen’s words. 

 Life is okay, right now. Life is okay. 

 

 

Chapter 3: Sussex 

 “Miss Rose…”  

 “Mm?” Broken from her reverie, Adderose glanced at her charge, who looked a 

bit bored, and, to Adderose’s amusement, more than a bit exasperated with her 

governess. 

 “I was saying, don’t you want to dance with George Watson? He’s so 

handsome.” 

 She glanced across the room at the mysterious Francine, who was leaning 

against the wall and watching the dancers.  

 “Fanny looks lonely, wouldn’t you say?” 
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 Prudence looked over, dubious. “No, I wouldn’t exactly say so.”  

 “Do you not like Fanny, Prudence?” 

 “It’s not that we don’t like Fanny here, it’s just that she’s... eccentric, I suppose, 

is what we’d call her, if she were a man.” 

 They both stood for a moment, watching Fanny across the room.  

 “I don’t think it’s quite nice to speak like that, Prudence, dear,” Adderose 

scolded distractedly after a moment passed, seemingly recalling her role as Governess. 

“A lady really mustn’t gossip. I know for a fact that your uncle would disapprove.”  

 “Mm,” Prudence assented, unconvinced.  

 “In fact, let’s go up and talk with her. Friendships between women are so 

important, aren’t they?” 

 “Are they?” Prudence wondered, thinking instead of George.   

 Adderose stood, guiding the younger woman across the room by the elbow.  

 Francine perked up as they approached her, tucking a fiery red lock of hair 

behind her ear. A look of cautious surprise washed over her freckled face.  

 “Miss Fanny Watson, I do hope you’re well.” Adderose was smiling just as 

charmingly, Prudence noted, as if she’d been speaking to a handsome man. “My name 

is Adderose; I’m new here in town. I’ve just started here as Prudence’s governess.”  

 “Yes, Miss Rose, I’ve heard much about you,” Francine leaned forward and 

kissed her cheek, nodding at Prudence.  

 “Good things, I hope,” Adderose smiled. Prudence glanced across the room at 

George. He’d stopped watching them once they’d made their way over to Francine.  

 “Oh, of course. I’ve heard you’re as beautiful as Mister Matheson’s roses, and 

can sing like the birds in his gardens.”  

 “Did you know I speak several languages, too?”  

 “I’ve heard,” Francine smiled.  

 Adderose grinned mischievously. “The villagers here need more to talk about, 

then.”  

 Francine laughed. “I suppose they do.”  

 “I’ve heard about you, as well.”  

 Francine’s charming laughter ceased immediately, and she quickly looked very 

uncomfortable. “Oh. Have you?”  
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 The conversation now held Prudence’s attention. She raised her brown eyes to 

her governess’s kind face, wondering why she would bring up the town’s cruel gossip.  

 “I was telling Prudence here that an independent woman is someone to respect.”  

 “Oh?” Francine shifted on her feet, tilted her head in thought. “I agree.”  

 “She had the gall to call her own governess a spinster, you see.”  

 “She is young,” Francine nodded, considering Prudence, who looked annoyed at 

being referred to in the third person.  

 “But you’ve got your own house, where you live alone, I hear?”  

 Francine nodded.  

 “There must be some glorious sort of freedom in that.”  

 “There is, of course.”  

 “And is there a loneliness?” Prudence interjected, a bit smugly.  

 “If I get lonely, it’s not from having my own space – it is from how I’m treated 

in spaces like this.” 

 A satisfied grin tugged at the corner of Adderose’s grimace. “Fanny, I would 

love to see your cottage, if you will allow us to call on you.”  

 Francine couldn’t hide her own smile. “I would love to have you over, of course. 

If you come on a fine day, we can all take tea in my garden. My flowers pale in 

comparison to Mister Matheson’s, of course, but they are still something of my pride 

and joy. It’s lovely to sit in the gazebo and listen to the birds in the sunshine.”  

 “I’ll look forward to it.”  

 “So will I,” Francine smiled. 

 

- - - 

 

 “Rose,” Siobhán waved another letter from the foyer. “You’re increasingly 

popular around here, you are.”  

 “Another letter?” Adderose sighed, perplexed, as she hurried down the stairs. 

She’d just left Prudence at the piano to practice, and she had been hoping to steal a quiet 

sip of tea in the kitchen alone. She snapped the envelope from Siobhán’s hand, who was 

chuckling at her. “Oh, stop – it’s exhausting, getting attention like this. Like I told you, 
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I came here to Sussex for some countryside quiet, not to be courted by rich men who’ve 

never worked a day in their lives.”  

 “Don’t you like rich men?”  

 “I can’t say I do,” Adderose murmured, tearing into the envelope. Siobhán 

watched as her friend paused, pale, as she looked over the handwriting.  

 “You see, you’re going white again, Rose!” her friend exclaimed. “It’s the 

second time I’ve seen you look so faint, and it is always with these letters.” 

 Adderose shook her head, brown curls bobbing around her porcelain face. “No, 

I’m fine, Siobhán. Truly. I simply came down the stairs too quickly – I just need to sit 

with a cup of tea. It’s been quite a day.”  

 “And a bit of bread, perhaps? Something sweet?” The maid peered at her with 

concern. “Do have an orange, at the very least.”   

 “I’ll go do that, thank you, Siobhán.”  

 “Is the letter bad, Rose?”  

 “No, no, it’s just the usual.” Adderose crossed the foyer and headed into the 

kitchen, leaning against the wall to catch her breath as soon as she was out of her 

friend’s sight. 

 Satisfied that Siobhán wasn’t following her, Adderose allowed herself to read 

the letter. After a moment, she tore it up, crossing the kitchen into one of the 

Mathesons’ sitting rooms, where a fire was lit. She deposited the bits of paper into the 

blaze, watching until they disintegrated, her face blank and tinted by the reflection of 

the orange, licking flames.  

 

- - - 

 

 “You have quite a name. Adder… Rose.” 

 Adderose shrugged her shoulders delicately. The two women were sitting in an 

ivy-covered gazebo in Francine’s garden. They had met several times since the dance, 

but this was the first time Adderose had left Prudence at home. She was giving up the 

pretense of stopping by to teach Prudence manners amongst ostracized women, and 

instead wholeheartedly admitting friendship with Francine Watson.  

 “So are you a snake or a flower?” Francine wondered aloud.  
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 Adderose smiled slowly, leaning back in her chair and glancing at her friend. 

“Please don’t tell me you think of me as a snake, Fanny.”  

 “You certainly look like a flower…” 

 “You’re kind.”  

 “I have heard the men around here say you are a bit of a snake, though.”  

 “I say… that’s what I get for turning down a marriage proposal.”  

 “Did you? Already! From who? Not my cousin George, I hope…” 

 “Prudence’s great uncle, of all people,” Adderose whispered, feigning shock. 

“Almost as soon as he laid eyes on me.”  

 “He is a wealthy man, Miss Rose…” 

 “Yes, well…” 

 “You can’t be a governess forever, Miss Rose.”  

 “And you, Fanny?” 

 Francine smiled. “I guess I am simply doomed to be a spinster, since I don’t 

need to rely on a man, what with the house and all…”  

 “Isn’t that nice?” 

 “Is it?” she hesitated. “I don’t know if it’s proper to call my situation ‘nice.’” 

 “You should know I don’t care about being proper, Fanny.” 

 “That’s true. After all, we shouldn’t be meeting here like this,” Francine 

whispered, almost scandalously.  

“We don’t need a chaperone, Fanny. We’re two women. Everything is proper. 

And goodness, there’s no need to whisper, dear, we’re in your own house.”  

“Don’t.”  

“Don’t what, my love?” 

“We both know why you are here.”  

Adderose froze. “Why I am here in the countryside?” 

 “Here in my house, alone,” Francine whispered. “What do you mean, ‘Here in 

countryside’? And why did you pale like that? Do you need some water?” 

 “I don’t mean anything, my dear. I paled from the breeze. Let me drink some 

tea.” 

 “Why on Earth would you bring it up, then? Your being here in the countryside, 

I mean.” 
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“You know that I’m here to teach young Prudence how to be more…” 

“Prudent?”  

 Adderose grinned into her teacup. “And she needs all the guidance she can get, 

as I’m sure you have noticed. As to why I am here in your house, why, it’s for your 

riveting conversation.” 

 “Oh, please. Nobody enjoys my company, Miss Rose.” 

Adderose set down her cup. “Don’t you like me, Fanny?” 

Silence. Francine tucked her fiery hair back off of her face. “You know that I am 

pulled to you like a ship to a quay.” 

 “Then can’t we just have a nice teatime in your garden in peace?” 

 “We could. But this is the fourth time you have stopped over this week, and I am 

worried you will be pulled into all of the swirling, sordid gossip about me.” 

 Adderose scoffed. “I pay no mind to gossips. Unless you care to join them - you 

can tell me all about your cousin George. If the others can talk about us, then we should 

certainly be able to discuss their tantalizing lives.”  

 “He does fancy you, Miss Rose.”  

 “Don’t call me Miss Rose, pray.” 

 “My cousin, though – he has confided in me. He’s only seen you walking 

Prudence in town, and at the dances… But still, you’re the sun, to him.”  

 “Am I the sun, to you?”  

 Francine glanced away, squinting into the sunshine. “The garden has a French 

influence, did you notice?” 

 “I can see.” She joined her friend in gazing out onto the flowers.  

 “A French garden is fine, but French novels are a different thing altogether, after 

all.”  

 “Pardon?” Adderose looked over in surprise at Fanny’s sudden sarcastic tone.  

 “I love to read, Miss Rose.” 

 “Please… Rose.” 

 “Rose, do you read?” 

 “Of course I do, dear.”  

 “Would you like to borrow a book, then?” 

 Adderose smiled. “I would love to read any upon your recommendation.”  
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 “Then wait here, I’ll get one for you to take home. You’ll only come back here 

once you’ve finished it, and we can discuss its contents here in my garden with tea.”  

 “That sounds lovely.”  

 “That gives us a reason to meet regularly, you see. To exchange books, and to 

discuss our readings.”  

 “Indeed, my dear.”  

 Francine seemed hesitant, but she rose, and left Adderose sitting in the gazebo, 

listening to the birds, to whose voices the townspeople insisted upon comparing her 

own. She couldn’t hear a resemblance, herself. Francine returned several minutes later, 

apologizing breathlessly for the delay. She looked flushed.  

 “Are you alright?” 

 “I’m just… I hope that you enjoy the book, Rose.”  

 “I’m sure I will.” 

 

- - - 

 

 “Rose, you’ve got another letter,” Siobhán groaned. “You’re lucky Mister 

Matheson isn’t finding out about these. It’s getting a bit inappropriate, you understand?”  

 “It’s not like I’m writing them myself, Siobhán,” Adderose snapped back, taking 

the letter anxiously.  

 The maid stared at her, a bit haughtily.  

 “Oh, I am sorry, Siobhán. Forgive my rudeness. It’s been a long day, and I’m 

not in the mood for more unwanted gentlemanly affection.”  

 “Oh yes, a long day of calling at that Fanny Watson’s house, right?”  

 Adderose raised her eyebrows. “Is that a bite of judgment I hear in you, 

Siobhán?” 

 “It may be, it may be.”  

 “Don’t tell me you think lowly of Fanny Watson, too! She’s a lovely woman.”  

 “Oh, I’m sure she is.” 

 “Whatever does that mean?” Adderose demanded, crossing her arms. 

 “I’m just saying she’s a bit eccentric, living there all alone, no family.”  

 “She’s got a family.” 
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 “You know what I mean. It’s not natural.” 

 “Siobhán!”  

 “She could have married any man, being a Watson. They’ve a good name. Well 

known, in Sussex. But she lives alone in that little house with her garden. Tending her 

flowers herself. It’s odd, like she’s retreated from society.” 

 “She’s different. That can be admirable, in a woman.”  

 “If only.” Siobhán shrugged. “What’s that book you’ve got there, then?”  

 “Just a novel she lent me.”  

 Siobhán peered at the book. “It’s French. Yellow cover and all, I see. You better 

not get too close with her, Rose, or you’ll risk your livelihood here. Trust me, you’ve 

got a good thing going for yourself – working as a governess in this great manor, 

constant letters from gentlemen callers. Focus on that, not on Miss Francine Watson.”  

 “I appreciate the advice…”  

 “But you won’t heed it?” Siobhán shook her head.  

 Adderose sighed and left her friend in the foyer, confused and anxious. She took 

solace in the kitchen again, seeing it was empty and dim in the retreating sunlight. 

Mister Matheson and his niece were out attending a banquet, so no family dinner was 

being prepared at the manor that night. Adderose leaned against the countertop, staring 

out the window at the potager garden, steadying her breath. Her hands shook slightly as 

she opened this new envelope, and the pallor returned to her cheeks as she recognized 

the dark, heavy handwriting. She read quickly but thoroughly. 

 Meticulously, she tore the letter into small shreds, walked into the sitting room 

with the blazing fire, and gently sprinkled the paper into the hungry flames. Peeling her 

eyes from the fireplace, she glanced down at the book in her hand. She opened it to the 

first chapter, finding a scrawling note written in the margin, in a delicate, feminine 

hand. It was a sharp contrast to the hand that had written the letter burning before her. 

Tilting the book to read it, Adderose couldn’t help the smile cracking into her grimace, 

or the flush striking itself across her pale face. She thought of Francine, breathlessly 

writing the note in her little cottage while Adderose had waited outside, listening to the 

birds in her garden, staring at the pink flowers.  

 “Are you alright now, Rose?” 
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 Adderose slammed the book shut, looking up at Siobhán, shadowed and backlit 

by the window behind her. “Yes, I am feeling much better, here by the fire.”  

 “I wanted to apologize, Rose.” The maid stepped into the room, her face 

illuminated by the red firelight. “I know it’s not kind, how the villagers here speak of 

Miss Fanny. I’ve had to deal with harsh talk about myself, after all – my brother and I 

lived in London for a time, and the city is not known for its kindness to the Irish. But I 

don’t want them to speak of you like that, in those tones, that’s all. So this is just a 

warning, of sorts. I know how completely words can damage a livelihood.” 

 “Do you think I’m as unnatural as she is?” Adderose mused.  

 “I think you may have to worry about that being said by others, yes. She’s 

unwell. You’re unmarried, no children, and you’re not as young as you look. While 

you’re no Francine Watson, you’re well on your way to being her.”  

 “Maybe that’s what I want.”  

 “To be Francine Watson?” 

 “Maybe I just want Francine Watson herself.” 

 Siobhán looked at her blankly, and then laughed. “I worry about you, is all. 

Especially when you say things like that, so offhand. You’ll need to watch that pretty 

mouth of yours, Rose.”  

 Adderose smiled blankly at her friend. “I worry about myself too, sometimes.” 

 “So accept one of these insistent gentlemen callers, then. What about the letter 

you just received? Was he an interesting fellow?” 

 Adderose maintained the same blank expression. “I wouldn’t call him 

uninteresting, that’s for sure. But I’m far from interested in him, myself.”  

 “You are immensely frustrating to be friends with, you know,” Siobhán sighed.  

 Adderose smiled, brown eyes crinkling.  

 

 

Chapter 4: New York 

 It was cold. Al, for one, welcomed the changing of the seasons. Months had 

passed since she’d moved to the city – months that now separated her current life and 

her past one. She couldn’t help but think of her existence as dual – that she had literally 

ended one life and moved on – that she had been reborn, in a way. But then, where does 
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one life end, and where does the new one begin? Had she herself changed, or only her 

situation? 

 The rainy end of autumn had sunk quickly into a ruthless East Coast cold spell, 

burning Al’s skin as she rushed up the subway stairs into the bright, bitter sunshine. She 

could feel her pallor turn to flush as she breathlessly crossed the street, stepping around 

tourists and slow walkers. She felt most like a proper New Yorker when she was 

running late. She felt, by having a place to get to as quickly as possible, that she 

belonged. It was nice, finally, to feel like she belonged here. To have something of a 

sense of home. She was no longer a fish out of water – she was a salmon, strong, 

swimming upstream with a whole bunch of other salmon. She bit into her bagel with 

lox, laughing at her metaphor. She was hungry. 

 A man whistled as she rushed past, and she flashed him an obscene gesture. “I 

have a girlfriend,” she shouted, hurrying down the road. She smiled to herself, thinking 

of Francine, who she’d left sleeping in the early morning light, burrowed under three 

blankets. Their heater was broken. Of course. “Welcome to New York,” Francine had 

told her, kicking their radiator with an exasperated grunt. “Let’s see how long our 

landlord takes to fix it.” 

 She leapt up the steps to Ellen Matheson’s front door, quickly opening it and 

rushing into the warmth of the brownstone. Her heater, at least, wasn’t broken. “Ellen, 

I’m here,” Al called, breathlessly. “Sorry I’m running a little late. You know how MTA 

is…”  

 Her employer leaned into the foyer, makeup half done. Still, she was startlingly 

beautiful. “Hi, doll. Prudence is in the kitchen.”  

 “Great, thanks.”  

 “You look flushed!”  

 “The F train was delayed, as usual…” Al grumbled, hanging up her parka. “I left 

a full half an hour earlier than usual, and here I am, still a few minutes late. Your city’s 

excuse for public transportation is a joke!”  

 Ellen stared blankly in surprise at the rant, and then laughed, turning away. 

“Wow. Listen to you. You sound like a proper New Yorker, now. Anyway, you need a 

car, Adderose.” 
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 Al scoffed. “Yeah, right. I can barely afford rent,” she muttered under her 

breath. 

 She made her way into the kitchen, tapped Prudence’s little chin. “Hey there, 

love bug.”  

 “Oh, by the way, could you stay late, today? I have a date. I know it’s short 

notice, but I’d really rather Prudence be with you, not with some random babysitter. 

You know?”  

 “Oh, sure thing. Lucky you!”  

 “Yeah, well…” Al could hear the smirk in her voice, and she smiled. “I just 

think it’s time to get back out there. You know? I’ll be back late, but I’ll text you, when 

I get a grasp on the time frame.”  

 “Think you’ll be out all night?” Al asked, and then froze, wondering if that had 

been inappropriate.  

 Ellen leaned in through the kitchen archway and winked. Al relaxed. “I’ll keep 

you posted.”  

 

- - - 

  

 As soon as Ellen left, Al carried Prudence up to the third floor. She set her down 

and opened the curtains, taking a deep breath to steady herself before turning to the 

piano.  

 “Technically,” Al announced to the baby, “I’m being paid to play piano. Just 

like the old days. My audience may be small, but you sure are captivated.” 

 The baby babbled, and Al sat down at the piano. She had only played for a few 

sweet moments when her phone buzzed. She glanced at the baby, sighed, and stood. 

“Please excuse this delay,” Al bowed, and Prudence laughed gleefully, gnawing on a 

toy.  

 Al grabbed her phone, unlocking it with a swipe of her finger. She stared, 

suddenly cold, as she saw the name on the message notification. Liam Harrison.  

 She almost dropped the phone. A wave of sudden and intense nausea washed 

over her, and she sat back down at the piano. “No. No.”   

 The message was simple and clear: “I’m glad I found you, Adderose.” 
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 “Fuck.”  

 

- - - 

 

 “Christ’s sake, Al, don’t call me Fanny…” Francine groaned, rubbing her face. 

They’d been chatting at a café, the one where they’d first met, with the wobbly wooden 

tables and the familiar chipped mugs. Both were nursing lukewarm coffees, enjoying 

the morning together before Francine’s shift started at the bookshop. Al had had to 

spend the night before at Ellen Matheson’s. Her date had gone well, apparently. “You 

know I hate that nickname,” Francine continued in a huff. “I mean, come on. I’m not 

Dickens’s Pussy…” 

 “Is that seriously an Edwin Drood reference?” Al laughed, taking a sip of coffee. 

“You need to get out of your thesis work, babe. Seriously.”  

 “I can’t,” Francine echoed her laughter, running a hand over her face, stressed. 

“I’ve got that draft of my first three chapters due this week…”  

 “Can I read it?” 

 “Would you?” Francine asked, surprised.  

 “Of course.”  

 “That’d seriously help, thanks. I’m stressing. Big time. The work definitely 

needs another pair of eyes on it before I send it in,” Francine smiled in relief. “I do love 

you, Al.”  

 “I do love you too, Francine.”  

 She poked her tongue out, and then, seeming to suddenly remember something, 

held up a finger. “Oh, hey, you got a postcard from the UK yesterday. You were out all 

night at Ellen’s, so I forgot to mention it. But I brought it along.”  

 “Huh?” Adderose watched as Francine slid a novel out from her tote bag, 

opening it up. “Ha. You were using it as a bookmark, already.”  

 “Anything I can grab is free game, at this point,” Francine shrugged, handing it 

over. She folded down the top corner of her page, closing the book and returning it to 

her bag. She leaned back in her chair. “I never see postcards, nowadays. Super old 

school. Kinda cool. Is that the Scottish Highlands? I always wanted to go.” 
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 Al nodded, barely glancing at the picture before flipping the postcard over. She 

had some family in Scotland, but none knew her new address, and none were close 

enough to send an unexpected note. In fact, she’d purposely severed all ties to the 

United Kingdom before replacing the island with her new one. Still, she could sense his 

presence, even through this postcard. And though she expected to see it, that familiar, 

heavy handwriting waiting on the back of the card hit her like a punch to the face. One 

tie, it seemed, could never be cut, no matter how hard she tried. 

 “Oh. Shit.” 

 “Um… Can I ask who Liam is?” Francine’s voice was quiet, but serious. 

 “Did you read this note, Francine?” Al demanded, a little harshly.  

 She held her hands up. “No. I just saw the name. I didn’t read the rest. I 

wouldn’t do that.”  

 Adderose stared hard at the note, wanting to tear it into shreds, to burn it, to cast 

the handwriting and the words and the man himself into hell, where he belonged. She 

took a steadying breath.  

 “Adderose, you need to tell me what’s going on.” 

 Al looked up, startled at Francine’s stern tone. “What are you talking about?” 

“You told me you left an abusive guy back in England. Is this him? I can see it 

on your face. You look like you’ve seen a ghost.” 

 She stared at Francine’s urgent face, hesitant. “I don’t know how he found me.” 

She hated how her voice shook. But, having already shown her vulnerability, she 

continued in a rush, “God, I don’t know how he found me! He even made a new 

Facebook profile and found me online. I’d blocked him and started a new account 

months ago. He still found me.” 

 “Did he message you?”  

 “God,” Al leaned forward on the table, concealing her face in her arms. “I feel 

like I’m going to throw up.”  

 “Can I read the postcard, Adderose? You just breathe; take a moment. Yeah?”  

 She nodded into her arm, not raising her head. She felt dizzy. She felt like he 

was breathing on her neck, closing his broad hand around her wrist, as he’d done so 

many times before. She could almost smell him, feel him there with her in the café. She 

held back a sob.  
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 “He doesn’t say much,” Francine murmured after a long moment. “In the 

postcard, I mean.”  

 “He doesn’t have to. He got his point across, simply by sending it. It could have 

been blank, with just his signature, and it would’ve been just as bad.”  

 “Al, what did the Facebook message say?” 

 “Just that he was glad to have found me.”  

 “Did you answer?”  

 Al shook her head into her arm. Francine reached over and patted her shoulder, 

but it startled her, and she jumped up. Her partner stared over at her with wide green 

eyes.  

 “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to scare you. I shouldn’t have touched you.”  

 “He can’t find me, Fanny. I can’t let him find me. I left everything, to leave him. 

He’s dangerous.” 

 “Maybe we should tell the police.” 

 “You’re constantly telling me not to trust the NYPD, Fanny!” Adderose argued, 

exasperated.  

 Francine glanced around the café. “If it gets worse, maybe we’ll have to. At 

least we know he’s still overseas, based on this postage.”  

 “He knows where I live!” 

 “I know. It’s scary. But I’m here with you, okay?” 

 “I can’t tell the police, Fanny.”  

 “Why not?”  

 Adderose glanced around. “Listen, I came here without a visa.”  

 “What?!” 

 “I had to get out of there! I grabbed at an opportunity. If I attract attention, I’ll 

get sent right back there, to him. I know that’s what he wants. He’s just trying to get a 

response out of me. He’s trying to manipulate me, across the ocean.”  

 “You really should’ve told me about your visa situation, Adderose!” Francine 

scolded in a harsh whisper. She looked stressed. “Christ, you need to tell me these 

things! How are you getting paid, even?”  

 “Cash. Ellen didn’t want to deal with the taxes, anyway.”  

 “Fucking hell, Al!”  
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 “I’m sorry. I should have told you. I really should have told you.”  

 “Listen, we’re going to be fine. We’ll deal with it. Together.”  

 “Are you sure?”  

 “I’m sure.” 

 

- - - 

 

 Al spent the weekend in their little apartment, staring out the window above 

their bed, watching the cold New Yorkers pass by below. She felt watched. Watching 

others wasn’t relieving that sensation as much as she’d hoped it would. 

 “You’re being paranoid. He’s not even in the States, let alone watching your 

every move through the window,” Francine tried to soothe her, but nothing could relax 

Al’s hardened face.  

 “Hey… can you tell me what he did to you?” Francine broached gently, setting a 

cup of tea on the windowsill. “Can you talk about it?” She sat cross-legged on the bed 

across from her, above the duvet. Their heater had been fixed. Her red hair was pinned 

up and away from her face, which was pinched with concern. “Only if you’re 

comfortable, I mean.”  

 Al groaned, thinking. Since allowing herself to remember her previous life, her 

life in England, the horrific details had flooded her mind, swirling around her every 

thought. “We couldn’t get through a week without… a physical altercation. He was a 

heavy drinker, too. That didn’t help. But he had these spells of just… rage. I remember 

they started almost out of nowhere. I’d had no idea he was such an angry man when I’d 

first started seeing him. He hates women, Fanny. There’s no other explanation for his 

actions. When I had my son, I wanted to leave him. But he kept this… tight web around 

us. Like we were his prey. He knew I wanted to leave. But he made sure, in subtle 

ways, that I would always be reliant upon him. I used to be a pianist, you know that. But 

he would call my gigs, cancel them without telling me. He would tell people I was 

unwell, that I couldn’t perform. It was a way to keep me in the house, and a way to keep 

me from making my own money, from being independent.”   

 Francine listened intently, horrified.  
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 “He would constantly tell me that I was insane. That I was the cruel one. That he 

loved me but that I made him hit me, that I drew this horrible, evil man out of him, that 

I asked for the violence. That he was giving me what I deserved, what I wanted. God,” a 

sharp sob broke out of her. “I hated him! I hate him! And when Thomas died…” she 

stopped, staring back out the window. “He killed him, Fanny.”  

 “Wait… what?” 

 “He killed our son. He drowned him. Or, he let him drown. I know he did. I can 

feel it! He had no remorse, when he told me what had happened, when I showed up at 

the hospital. His voice hadn’t broken on the phone, when he’d called me. Liam had just 

been… calm, matter-of-fact. He’d had Thomas that day, while I went out to run errands. 

We were on a little holiday at the seaside. I was stocking up our fridge… we had rented 

a little cottage. They’d gone out to look at the cold sea, without me, even though I told 

him to wait for me. I didn’t trust him. He hated that boy. He looked like me. Anything 

that reminded him of me was detestable.”  

 Al stood up, abruptly, and paced around the room. In doing so, she knocked into 

her little desk, sending the hand mirror that Fanny had used to put her makeup on 

scrambling to the floor. It shattered. Al’s breath caught. She stared down at the shards 

and splinters of glass that now decorated her dusty studio floor, glinting like scales on a 

fish.  

 “Jesus, Adderose. Calm down. Sit back down… have some tea. I’ll clean that all 

up in a bit. Just don’t hurt yourself.”  

 Al complied, returning to the bed, but she was visibly shaken, both from the 

resurfacing memories and the loud, sparkling shattering of the mirror.  

 Francine reached over and took her hand gently in hers, squeezed it reassuringly. 

Al looked up gratefully, strengthened.  

 “Did you get the police involved?” Francine continued in her low, calm voice.  

 “They never would have believed me. I had no proof, just my suspicion. He’s a 

powerful man. He’s got a good reputation. And, you have to understand: he’d been 

systematically ruining mine for years. I lost my career, my friends, my family, my son. 

Myself. So I left. And I guess I knew he’d be able to find me. I thought a big, chaotic 

place like New York would hide me, for a while, at least. But even here, God…” 
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 “Delete all of your social media accounts,” Francine whispered. “And we’ll 

move apartments.”  

 “He’ll find me anyway!” Al sobbed, shaking her head. “He’s going to destroy 

me.” 

 “You owe nothing to this man, Al! He has no rights over you.”  

 Al shook her head. “He’s my husband, Fanny.” The words came out of her 

slowly, painfully. She forced herself to maintain eye contact with Fanny, watching her 

reaction closely. 

 Francine looked like she’d been punched. She let go of Al’s hand. “Wait… 

what? You’re married?” she asked, bewildered. “Why wouldn’t you tell me that?” 

 “I’m so sorry, Francine,” Al’s voice was pleading. “You have to understand…” 

 “Why wouldn’t you tell me that?” she demanded again, her momentary 

bafflement replaced with a strong, fierce pain. “First you lied about the visa, and now 

you forgot to mention a husband? You told me he was an ex, Al! And you’re here 

telling me he’s a murderer, too?” she shook her head in disbelief. “How is this all 

coming to the surface now? We’ve been together for months… we freakin’ live 

together, Al! You involved me in this situation, without letting me know any of this!” 

 “I couldn’t…” 

 “I want to help you, Adderose! I really do! I want to protect you, and I want to 

love you. But I need you to be honest with me, going forward. I don’t know how I can 

trust you here. I need you to trust me, so that I can trust you. We need to support each 

other, or we’ll never get through this.”  

 Al nodded tearfully. Francine took her hand once again into her own. She 

exhaled, closing her eyes. “You obviously had a reason to lie to me so much. I 

understand that. I can see that. I know you were trying to move on. Maybe you were in 

denial. But you need to tell me about it. Everything. Try.” 

 Al took a shuddering, steadying breath. “I’m legally tied to him. He’s made sure 

of that. It’s a way of controlling me. I couldn’t divorce him. He would never allow it – 

and dealing with that rage throughout that process, dealing with those consequences… 

I’ll never be free from him, unless he dies. Or… unless I do.” 

 

- - - 
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 “Adderose, we need to talk.”  

 “Is everything alright, Ellen?” Al shut the door behind her, a bit disoriented by 

Ellen’s tone. She’d been up late talking things through with Francine. They’d cried a 

lot. She was exhausted.  

 Her employer looked tense. “You absolutely cannot give out my address without 

my permission. It is wildly inappropriate.”  

 “I’m sorry… what? I haven’t done,” Al hung up her coat in the foyer and 

followed Ellen into the kitchen, where Prudence was gnawing on a toy and babbling to 

herself.  

 Ellen held up a postcard. “Wales?” she questioned, baffled. “This Liam guy says 

he knows you. Sends his regards. It’s creepy, okay? I’m creeped out!”  

 Panic settling in quickly, Al grabbed the postcard. Sure enough, the same heavy 

handwriting stared up at her. Wales? Liam sure was getting around. Was he hinting to 

her that he was traveling? Or, that he was capable of traveling? That perhaps he was 

willing to cross an ocean next? She blinked, thinking. 

 “I’m so sorry. I don’t know how he found your address, or even your name. 

Maybe I mentioned you. He’s… he’s an old friend,” Al said, struggling to keep herself 

composed. “He harmless,” she lied.  

 Ellen sighed. “I’m serious, Adderose. Don’t let this happen again. Tell your 

friend to leave me alone. I’m sure he meant well, but it’s a little weird.”  

 “Of course. He’ll never do it again, I promise.”  

 Ellen stared at her, and then sighed again. “Alright, well, I’m off. I won’t be late 

today.”  

 Al nodded, waiting until Ellen left the house before allowing herself to sob. She 

sat on the floor of the kitchen and wailed, Prudence watching her from above in quiet 

confusion.  

  

  

Chapter 5: Sussex 

 “A man has come in to town, all the way from London, you know,” Prudence 

murmured, staring intently at her sewing. They were in a sparsely decorated upstairs 
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sitting room, working next to each other and enjoying the warmth of the fire. Adderose, 

for one, had been enjoying the quiet as well, for a change. Prudence was not the most 

adept at sewing, and so she usually worked silently, focusing entirely on the work. Still, 

Adderose wasn’t surprised that her charge had turned to gossip. They’d been working 

for a while, after all. Adderose had been proud of her student’s concentration. She was 

learning. Unaware of her governess’s musings, Prudence continued, “He’s supposed to 

quite mysterious. And very handsome.” 

 “Let me see those stitches, Prudence,” Adderose reached over and took 

Prudence’s work into her graceful fingers, examining the handiwork.  

 “Miss Rose, why is it that you never seem to listen to me?”  

 “I am listening, my dear! But I am also teaching you.”  

 “A handsome and wealthy man coming to town ought to be special enough news 

to catch your interest, Miss Rose. It’s all anyone can talk about, after all.”   

 “His simply being from London does not necessarily mean he’s a rich man, 

firstly, Prudence. Many people in the city are actually quite poor. I certainly didn’t live 

in a beautiful manor such as this back when I was there, let me assure you of that!”  

 “Why would a poor man come here from the city, Miss Rose?”  

 Her governess considered this, and then allowed a charming grin. “Well! That is 

quite true, I suppose. Unless he is here for work, like myself.” She handed back 

Prudence’s sewing. “Nicely done, Prudence. But do keep the back of your work neat. 

Just because we all cannot see it, does not mean it can be sloppy.” 

 “He has expressed some interest in my great uncle, actually,” her student 

continued swiftly, ignoring Adderose’s attempt to redirect her attention. “He’ll be 

around here looking at the gardens.” 

 “See? He is here for work. You must learn to listen to your governess, my dear.”  

 Prudence huffed. “I don’t know. Maybe he simply likes flowers.”  

 “At this time of year? Well… unless he likes wilted ones, he’s out of luck, 

wouldn’t you say, Prudence? Please pay attention to your work. Let’s just sit and enjoy 

the quiet, shall we? Unless you would prefer to practice your French?”  

 “The silence is indeed refreshing,” Prudence nodded obediently, immediately 

returning to her sewing at the mere threat of an extended grammar lesson.  
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 Adderose smiled, but internally, she was calculating, her mind running to the 

heavy handwriting on the countless letters she had burned the last few months. She had 

long known he would be coming, but still, she did not feel prepared. 

 

- - - 

 

 “Mister Matheson, have I heard correctly?” Adderose sat across from her 

employer in his sitting room, where he was enjoying the fire. “Is a man coming all the 

way from London just for the honor of seeing your gardens?”  

 The old man laughed in surprise. “Did my niece tell you that? She certainly is 

inventive. I worry she’s got a touch of the novelist in her, sometimes. My gardens are 

pretty, mind you, but they aren’t quite that famous. I had put out an advertisement for a 

new groundskeeper. I’m getting a bit too old to be tending my garden as much as I have 

been.”  

 “You’re far from old, Mister Matheson,” Adderose assured him, charmingly. 

“What’s his name, this new gardener?”  

 “Ah, Harrison. A Mister Liam Harrison.”  

 She nodded quietly.  

 “Why do you ask, my dear?”  

 “Oh… I suppose I just miss London, sometimes. I thought maybe I might know 

this man, having lived there for so long – but, that could be my silly homesick heart.” 

 “Don’t get too homesick, Miss Rose! We could not go on without you, here. 

Prudence has made great strides towards womanhood, simply by following in your 

gentle footsteps.”  

 “It’s my pleasure to be here, you know that, Mister Matheson.” Adderose 

smiled, but she looked pale.  

 “Are you alright, my dear? You look a little faint.”  

 “I just need something to eat. Siobhán always tells me to bring smelling salts 

around with me, to avoid these dizzy spells!”  

 “Maybe you had better heed her advice.”  

 “Indeed, maybe I shall,” Adderose agreed solemnly.  
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- - - 

  

“You know, this book wasn’t French at all, Fanny.”  

 Francine laughed, setting a cup of tea down for her disgruntled friend. “Quelle 

surprise!”  

 The two women were in the kitchen of Francine’s little flint cottage, the room 

filled with a soft grey light pouring in from the large, rain-streaked windows. The 

season for sitting in the garden and staring at the flowers had long passed – and they 

were now comfortable inside, together, discussing their books.  

 “But, of course, it isn’t – Wilkie Collins is one of our countrymen, after all.”  

 “It was a chilling story, Fanny. So complex, so emotional! I was pacing back 

and forth, after reading chapters. Prudence told me I was frightening her! So I was 

forced to set the book down and take a break,” Adderose laughed.  

 “Ah – that was how I felt when we read that Mary Elizabeth Braddon last 

month. I couldn’t sleep, I was so disturbed! I don’t care what they say – women belong 

in the world of literature. No one knows these dark emotions quite as well as we do. 

Pain is in our blood. Tell me, don’t those tales of bigamy just chill you! I’d much rather 

be a spinster than lead a double life like that. It sounds exhausting, and terrifying. Never 

able to relax, always thinking you might run into a phantom from your past!”  

 Adderose looked grim. But she quickly recovered, stating dramatically, “Now, 

you tell me something, Fanny dear, and let’s stick to the topic at hand – did you assign 

me such a long book this time so you’d have a break from seeing me? Armadale took 

just forever to read, Fanny, and I’ve missed you!” 

 Her friend laughed. “You know that I missed you, too. But do remember that the 

villagers are talking about us.”  

 “Let them! I don’t care – I just want to see you, my friend.”  

 “And I want nothing more than to see you, but I also don’t want them to take 

either of us to a physician, or worse – to lock us up in a madhouse!” 

 Adderose raised her dark brows. The remark had surprised her. “Pardon?”  

 Francine groaned. “I’ve heard there are treatments, now, for people like us.”  

 “People like us,” Adderose echoed, blankly.  
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 “Or rather… people who act as we do. Listen, my Rose, I cannot stress enough 

the need for discretion.” 

 “Discretion is my forte, Francine – It is literally my profession, to teach it to 

Prudence.” 

 “Then perhaps pay attention to those lessons yourself, my love.” 

 “You’re simply letting the gossips frighten you!” She reached to take both of her 

friend’s hands in her own. Francine’s were heavier, harder, warmer than Adderose’s.  

 Fanny sighed deeply, leaning forward on the countertop. The rain continued 

pouring outside. “I’ve lived here my entire life, Rose. I’ve never lived in London, or in 

France. I know the countryside. And I know that there are people to fear here. People 

who will judge you, initially out of boredom, and then out of a heightened sense of 

morality. I do not know if my lifestyle is natural or unnatural – but I certainly do not 

want to tempt those who judge me into harsher actions than whispering about me at 

parties.”  

 “Dance with me, at the next one,” her friend replied rather brusquely.  

 “You are not listening, Adderose! I am scared for you. People are associating 

you with me – and I am ostracized. You cannot risk that – you will lose your job, your 

livelihood. A single woman with a ruined reputation cannot survive here. George is still 

interested in you, you know. Why don’t you dance with him, at the next party?”  

 Adderose looked hurt. “Why don’t you love me like I love you, Francine?”  

 “You know I love you like a flower loves the sunshine, the rain, Rose! But too 

much sun will burn the petals, and too much rain will drown the roots. We must not 

forget that.” 

 “So I can’t see you anymore, then?”  

 “Don’t be ridiculous – we can be friends. Of course. But we have been a bit 

improper, lately. You haven’t made any other friends since coming here, have you? It’s 

been months since you’ve arrived, Adderose.”  

 “I do have another friend. Siobhán. She’s one of the Mathesons’ maids.”  

 “That’s good, Rose.”  

 The two women stared at each other, conflicted, listening to the rain. Finally, 

Francine sighed. “Perhaps it’s these books we’ve been reading, Rose. They may have 

caused my sudden anxiety.”  
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 Adderose allowed a smile to soften her tense visage. “We aren’t characters in a 

novel, Francine. We aren’t doomed to some obscene fate. You are allowing these town 

gossips to have more power over us than they actually do. They aren’t going to come 

after a few quiet spinsters with pitchforks, after all – regardless of their dreadful 

countryside boredom!”  

 Francine laughed, embarrassed. “Maybe you’re right. So we aren’t in an 

elaborate tragedy, then? No theft, no murder, no adultery?” 

 Adderose had been laughing gleefully, but she stopped, shaking her head. She 

smiled, but again, it did not reach her eyes. “I promise you,” she whispered. “We are 

fine. What are we reading next?” 

 

- - - 

 

 Adderose left her friend’s house feeling glum, despite the book under her arm 

and the promise it brought. Idly, she hoped that this would not involve another bigamy 

plotline. Between Francine’s choices in fiction and the recent influx in newspaper 

reports covering actual bigamy trials, she felt increasingly uncomfortable. Fanny’s 

words rebounded in Adderose’s mind – how exhausting and terrifying it must be to lead 

a double life. Indeed!  

 “But what is a double life?” Adderose demanded to herself, bewildered, as she 

walked along the pathway towards the Matheson Manor. The air around her held a 

certain chill, a pronounced greyness. All of the flowers that had lined this path in the 

warmer season were now dead. She shuddered. “Where does one life end, and where 

does the new one begin? If one is leaving a toxic situation to find safety, to find 

opportunity and happiness and some simple quiet, some peace, must one constantly 

haul around that past life, as if dragging a corpse? As if…” 

 She hesitated, the dark thoughts hitting her full-force. She saw the image of a 

little boy, brunet, with her own brown eyes, staring at her in fear from across the room, 

in a little cottage by the rocky sea, far from London, far from the comfort of the loud, 

energetic city.  

 Her heart skipped a beat, and she stumbled as she walked. 
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 “Are you alright, Miss Rose?” a man’s voice resounded – a heavy, deep, 

familiar voice. A voice that quite matched the handwriting in the letters she had been 

systematically burning, one by one, after plucking them from Siobhán’s beckoning 

fingertips.  

 “That is what they call you here, is it not? Miss Rose? As if you could drop the 

snake, Adderose. As if you could avoid that bite.”  

 She looked up at the man holding onto her elbow, a mixture of horror and 

frustration playing across her face. She’d known the man was in town – she could feel 

his presence, his shadow. He stared at her with cold blue eyes – eyes that held no 

warmth, eyes that she did not miss. “Why are you here? I am dead to you. As dead as 

our son.”  

 “Didn’t you get my love letters, Adderose?” the man smirked. “Would I write 

like that to a corpse?” 

 “I would hardly call them love letters, Liam. They practically burned with hate. 

In fact – they did burn.” She thought of the fireplace, eating up his words as she’d 

deposited the torn up shreds of his letters into the hungry licking flames, destroying 

them. She had been childish, to think that he could be so easily destroyed.  

 “Can you blame me, for not appreciating a wife who has abandoned me?”  

 Adderose tried to pull away, but he matched her step. The rain, which had let up, 

hung heavy in the air, threatening to unleash its wrath anew.  

 “I buried you,” Liam murmured. “You cannot know how that broke my heart.” 

 She scoffed. “You also buried our son.” 

 “That was a horrible accident – a tragedy, Adderose. You cannot keep blaming 

me for his death.” 

 “Who else is to blame? You know what you did, Liam.”  

 He sighed. “Adderose, my love. You are unwell - still. I can see that. I’m here to 

collect you, to bring you to a place where you can rest and recover. I was lost without 

you – I felt your death as if it were my own. I felt as if I were rotting away. I stared out 

at that rocky rough water for weeks before returning to London… when I realized you 

were alive, I felt reborn. I love you! And you belong to me, whether or not you return 

that love. Let me help you – let me support you! It is my duty as your husband. And it is 

your duty to me, to return home.”  
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 “How did you know I was alive, Liam?” 

 He looked amused. “Your name is unique. I heard the word Adderose float 

across a pub like a phantom, late one night in the city, and it shocked me. It took some 

time to find you, but I will not lose you again.”  

 “I am not yours to lose, Liam.”  

 His grip on her elbow turned hard. “What did you say to me?” 

 “I am not yours, Liam Harrison.”  

 “Are you that man’s, the one in the pub, who knew your name?”  

 “I don’t even know who that could have been, Liam! Perhaps an old 

acquaintance from London?” 

 “He was from Sussex. A Watson. George Watson. When I confronted him at the 

pub, he told me you were quite comfortable here. He joked that you had found 

someone, some lover. I couldn’t get any more out of him, the drunk!”  

 “That drunk is a well-known barrister, Liam.” 

 “And is he your lover?”  

 “Of course he is not my lover. I know no man here.”  

 “You know Matheson, do you not?” 

 “He is my employer.”  

 “And now he is mine.” Liam smiled slowly, darkly. Adderose suppressed a 

shudder. She had not seen that satisfied grin in quite some time.  

 “Won’t you tell him my identity, then?” she asked, somewhat bewildered 

beneath her cool, calm mask.  

 “I’m not about to make a scene, Adderose. You will come back to me through 

your own volition. I will not take a hit to my pride, here. I am a man of dignity. And 

don’t forget – if you admit your identity yourself, you will, of course, be brought to 

trial. Bigamy is a harsh crime, these days. I’m sure you’ve seen the newspapers. You 

always did like to read.” 

 “Bigamy!” she laughed. “I tell you, I have no lover, and certainly no new 

husband!” 

 “You faked your death and left me, and you don’t have a lover? My dear, I 

simply do not believe you. Why else would you do such a thing? A woman’s motive is 

always, inevitably, love.” 
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 “Perhaps I did die, Liam! Perhaps I wanted to, when I was with you!” 

 “You can come home with me, calmly, or you can go to a mental institution and 

get the help you so obviously need.” He looked at his wife with pity – but she could feel 

his hatred, the anger burning below his words. It showed itself through his iron grasp on 

her arm. “I know our son’s death broke you, my love-” 

 “You broke me… you broke him!”  

 “I will give you time to consider your options. In the meantime, I will stay here 

with you, working as groundskeeper at the Matheson Manor. I’m here to watch you, 

Adderose. Know that.”   

 “What do you want, Liam?” she pulled away in exasperation, finally breaking 

his grasp. Her elbow ached with the lingering ghosts of his strong fingers.  

 “My dear Adderose, isn’t it obvious? I want revenge.”  

 

 

Chapter 6: New York 

 Francine was sitting on the bed, alone, staring out the window. She was tired of 

thinking so deeply, of being so completely consumed by the sudden dramatic turn her 

life with Adderose had taken. She wondered how real of a threat this Liam Harrison 

posed. Was he all bluff? She’d hated how scared, how weak Al had looked when she’d 

seen that postcard. It made her chest ache, to think of the fear that had splintered across 

Al’s face. She’d been broken by this man and was not allowed the time it takes to heal. 

The danger had to be real, if it made a person of such strong will crumble so quickly, so 

completely.  

 She heard a knock at the door and sighed. She’d ordered food to eat alone. Al 

was at work all night – Ellen had started seeing someone, so these overnight nannying 

gigs were becoming more and more frequent. Al was glad for the quiet nights and for 

the extra cash, but Francine hated these long shifts. It made her uncomfortable, to sleep 

alone. For Al to be alone. She knew that Liam Harrison was across the ocean, but his 

constant cyber stalking and postcards gave the illusion of a very physical presence. She 

half expected to see him staring up at her from the sidewalk below. Pushing these 

thoughts out of her mind, she slid off the bed and reached for the door, grabbing her 

wallet.  
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 “Hey there, how much do I owe you?” Francine greeted the man standing in the 

hallway outside.  

 “Quite a bit, actually.”  

 She laughed awkwardly at the odd reply. “Alright then. How bad is it?”  

 “It’s bad.” The man stepped forward, and she hesitated.  

 “Listen, man, you need to back up.” 

 With a swift movement of his heavy arm, he forced Francine aside and stepped 

into the apartment, shutting the door behind her.  

 “Fanny Watson, I presume?” 

 She stared at him in disbelief, catching her breath. “It’s Francine, actually. Who 

the fuck are you? I’m calling the cops, pal…”  

 “I think you won’t be calling anyone, actually.” He grabbed her phone from 

where she’d left it on the duvet, quickly slipping it into his pocket. She muttered an 

expletive, directed at herself. Why wasn’t her phone in her pocket, where it was at 

literally every other moment of the day? The man continued, “And I think you know 

who I am, unless old Adderose has been keeping her skeletons close.”  

 Francine registered the looming presence, the English accent, and her heart 

sunk. “Liam Harrison? Christ. Leave us alone. She isn’t even here.” 

 “You’re feisty. Got some life in you.” 

 Francine calculated how many motions it would take her to cross the small 

studio and grab a knife from the kitchen counter. She eyed the door, too, but he’d done 

the latch, and she’d never be able to unlock it and run out before he overtook her. She 

was positively seething at herself for having left her phone on the bed. She felt 

unarmed. He was easily three times her size.  

 He was already moving, anyway. In swift movements, his broad hands closed 

the window, grabbed a pair of scissors from the Mason jar on Al’s desk, and, to 

Francine’s intense dismay, took the paring knife from the kitchen counter. “You don’t 

have a gun or anything, right? Don’t all Americans have guns?” 

 Francine glared at him. She felt exposed. “What do you want?” 

 “Oh, Francine. I just want to play with you, a bit.”  

 

- - - 
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 Al settled Prudence into the crib for her late afternoon nap, sighing. She wanted 

to play the piano, desperately, but she also didn’t want to disturb the sleeping baby. She 

thought of Thomas; when he’d been Prudence’s age, he’d been so needy. He’d always 

wanted to be held – and at that point, Al had still been performing regularly, at concerts 

and in recording studios. There were nights that she practiced the piano with him 

strapped to her back in a carrier. Otherwise, he’d yowl at her from his crib, wanting her 

touch. She’d felt more at ease knowing he was with her, anyway. That he was out of his 

father’s gaze. He’d never wanted to be held by Liam, though, and Liam had never tried 

to hold him. There had been no bond, there. But Al had loved her son. He looked just 

like her, and he relied on her. He loved her back. They’d held a mutual connection that 

she’d never felt with Liam – there’d been no power struggle, between Al and her son. 

Just like there was no power struggle between Al and Francine.  

 “Oh, Fanny…” Al muttered, making her way to the window of the nursery. She 

felt horrible, dragging her into all of this drama. She felt even worse for lying about it, 

for withholding information about her marriage, her lack of a visa. She’d been foolish to 

think she could outrun Liam. She tried desperately to echo Francine’s attempts at 

soothing her. He is in England. Or… Wales? Who knows. Regardless, there is a lot of 

very deep dark water between us. He is not here. I am here, in this loud city, and 

Francine is here. And I need to shut Liam out of my mind, before I drive Francine away.  

 She reached for her phone and typed out a quick message. Thinking of you. Call 

during dinner? Love you.  

 

- - - 

 

 Liam navigated the little studio apartment like a ghoul, quiet and brusque and 

staring. Francine sat on the bed again, leaning against the wall, arms crossed over her 

chest. She waited, watching him.  

 “You’re not too scared of me, are you?” he asked. 

 “Of course I’m scared of you. But you’re also pissing me off.” 

 He snickered. “You’re bold.”  

 “I’m supposed to be writing. But I’ve wasted the past few days worrying about 

you, some guy I’d never met.” 
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 “Adderose is pretty exhausting, isn’t she?” 

 She blinked. “Uh, excuse me?”  

 “I mean that she is unwell. She’s sick. Mentally.”  

 “You’re the one waging emotional warfare, here.”  

 “No, I found her because I’m worried about her. You’ve completely 

misunderstood. I’m here to help.”  

 “If you’re here to help, then why’re you holding a knife?” 

 Liam stared at her, his cold blue eyes piercing her from across the room. She 

stared back, hard.  

 “Because otherwise you wouldn’t listen to me. I know what women are like. 

You have to show who’s in control.”  

 “You’re talking about us like we’re dogs.”  

 He smirked. “Well, Adderose certainly is a bitch.”  

 Francine jumped up. She’d had enough. “Alright. No more clichés out of you, 

man. Get out of my apartment. I don’t know what you’re waiting for, anyway. If you 

wanted to have a nice chat, we could’ve met for pizza. I’m starving.” 

 “You can cook us something, if you want.”  

 “I had ordered food, if you recall.” After a brief altercation, Liam hadn’t 

allowed her to open the door when the delivery person had finally arrived.  

 “Typical modern woman. Bet you can’t even cook.” 

 “First of all, fuck you. Second of all, you have my kitchen knife.”  

 He smiled. “Smart. You can stay hungry. The knife stays with me.”  

 Francine groaned, still standing, and tense despite her attempts at sounding 

nonchalant. “Dude. What do I have to do to get you to leave my apartment?”  

 Liam laughed. “I’m not leaving. I’m here to collect my wife. Did she mention 

that we were married, to you? Or did she lie about that, like everything else? She has a 

tendency to do that. To withhold information. To lie. Like I said, she’s unwell. Or 

maybe she did tell you? Were you aware that you were committing adultery? That you 

are a mistress?”  

 Francine glared at him. “Are you seriously jealous? Of me? I don’t know why 

else you’d involve me.”  
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 “You’re my bait. If I have you, Adderose will listen to me. It’s really quite 

simple,” Liam seemed suddenly bored with the turn that the conversation had taken, 

eyes roaming to the window. “She doesn’t love you, anyway. Adderose isn’t gay. She’s 

taking advantage of you. And you’re falling for it. She does that, to people who love 

her.”  

 It was Francine’s turn to laugh. “You are jealous.” 

 He looked up in surprise. While he’d been glaring out the window, she’d 

crossed the room, silently. She made a swift movement towards the scissors he’d set 

down on the windowsill behind him, but he was faster. With a grunt, he struck her, 

sending her sprawling to the floor. The back of her head cracked against the worn, dusty 

wood, sending sparkling stars across her vision. She groaned, curling into herself.  

 “Don’t piss me off,” Liam growled. “I need you alive.” 

 She spat at him, and he grabbed her jaw.  

 “I wouldn’t tempt me, if I were you.”  

 Francine struggled, flailing her energy into a wild kick. He wrapped his broad 

hands around her throat.  

 “I could extinguish you in an instant,” he muttered.  

 

- - - 

 

 Prudence had woken up, eaten, and was content with a toy on the floor of the 

third story music room. Al pulled her hair up off of her face, exhaling.  

 “What do you want to hear tonight, Miss Prudence?” she asked the baby, who 

smiled at the attention. “Some jazz? Find some blue notes? I’m certainly feeling blue 

enough, myself.” 

 She sat at the piano and played several songs, absorbed in her music as the room 

darkened around them. Eventually, the baby became fussy, and Al reluctantly broke out 

of the comfortable flow of noise. “I could have played for hours, if you didn’t stop me,” 

she told Prudence as she bounced her on her hip, looking out the window. Their 

reflections marred the view of the darkened city street, and instead Al’s eyes found her 

own. She looked tired. Exhausted. Extinguished.  
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 Francine hadn’t called her during dinner. She hadn’t even replied to the text 

she’d sent. Al groaned, clutching at the sinking feeling in her chest. Had she fucked this 

up? Had she scared Francine off, pushed her away already? She’d lied… about big 

things. Important parts of her life. Parts she had wanted to smother. But part of being in 

a relationship was baring open those wounds. Francine could have helped her heal. She 

could have protected her, offered her advice... or, at the very least, a shoulder to cry 

on… 

 Al shook her head, turning away from her reflection. She was acting like they’d 

broken up. She just hadn’t replied to one simple text. She was more than likely just 

sitting at home, writing her thesis – when she got involved in that, it was like when Al 

played piano, hours could go by without her realizing. She probably just hadn’t checked 

her phone. She was being paranoid, just like Francine had told her she was. 

 “Have I lost my mind?” she asked Prudence, who reached a plump little hand 

towards her face in reply. “Did Liam seriously break me that much?” 

 

- - - 

 

 Liam Harrison closed the apartment door behind him, thinking deeply. He’d 

made a mistake. He’d gone too far, and he’d lost his bait. She’d pushed him – she’d 

drawn the violence out of him, just like Adderose had, all those years. He looked at his 

hands with a faint feeling of disgust, but he directed it towards the women. He had no 

idea where Adderose herself was – his prey. He’d assumed she would have gotten home 

by then. It was nearing midnight… how late did she work? Had that ginger lady 

somehow managed to warn her?  

 He groaned, taking her phone out of his pocket. He’d forgotten to leave it in the 

now-locked apartment. He swiped it open – there was no passcode. He saw that 

Adderose had texted her, several hours before. He clicked her name, called her number.  

 “Hello?” Al answered, after one ring. Her voice was saturated with relief. 

“Babe, I was so worried. You never texted me back. Are you okay?” 

 “I’m fine,” Liam answered, smirking into the phone. “Babe.” 
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 Silence, and then, “What did you do, Liam?” Her voice was sharp, curt. “Why 

do you have Fanny’s phone? Are you with her? Did she meet with you? Leave her 

alone.”  

 “I surely will, now.”  

 There was another short silence on the other end of the line. Liam waited while 

she analyzed his tone. She finally whispered, the edge gone from her voice, “What do 

you mean by that?” 

 “I mean that Francine Watson is nothing to me.”  

 “Liam, she is someone to me.”  

 “Is she? I’d perhaps check on that, if I were you.”  

 Al ended the call. Liam smiled, satisfied.   

 

 

Chapter 7: Sussex 

 “So whose body did I bury, Miss Rose?” Liam whispered into her ear.  

 Adderose jumped, startled. She had been taking solace in the empty kitchen – in 

the weeks since Liam Harrison had started to work as Mister Matheson’s 

groundskeeper, she had been in a constant state of exhaustion and terror. Francine’s 

voice echoed in her mind – “Imagine living a double life… always thinking you might 

run into a phantom from your past!” 

 She turned and faced the phantom, staring into his blue eyes. “Isn’t it telling, 

that you didn’t realize she wasn’t your beloved wife?” 

 “I was fraught with grief, Adderose, and I had been assured that death changes 

the body. Besides – you’d been drowned! The body was in a state.”  

 She grimaced. “You simply cannot tell one brunette from another.”  

 “Did you kill her yourself, Adderose?” 

 “How ghastly! Of course I did not. A body happened to wash ashore – I planted 

the hints, allowed you all to believe she was me. It was not very difficult. I simply had 

to whisper the right words into the ear of the right detective.” She thought of how well 

she’d executed her plan with a touch of pride. She had pulled the strategy from her 

favorite novel, Lady Audley’s Secret. She thought of how that novel had disturbed 
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Fanny so intensely, and sighed. If only she knew! How harshly would she judge her 

dear friend Miss Rose?  

 Liam tutted, interrupting Adderose’s thoughts. “How ladylike.”  

 “Oh, I was never a lady, nor you a lord.”  

 “There’s the Adder,” Liam winked at her. She turned away. “Anyway, I’ve 

heard talk around the town, Adderose. You are seeing that Watson fellow.” 

 Adderose laughed in surprise. “Pardon me? I would never. He’s young, and 

immature. I told you – I’m here simply to teach, and, frankly, to put some distance 

between you and me. See how well that plan worked?” She glanced over to where he 

stood at the sink, to see if her brazen comment had angered him. But he hardly seemed 

to be listening to her at all. “Liam, really! Don’t wash your dirty hands in here. Use the 

faucet in the garden.”  

 Liam shut off the water pump, shrugging at her insolently. “I’m an 

embarrassment to you, even when we aren’t associated.”  

 “Do stop, Liam. Aren’t you done here?”  

 “In Sussex? Far from it. I’m going to see this Watson fellow in the flint cottage 

you always visit.”  

 She hesitated. “The flint cottage?”  

 “I’ve heard how you always steal away there, and that the villagers call it the 

Watsons’ cottage. I’m not daft, my dear.”  

 “That house belongs to-” she stopped. He had turned to her, eyebrows raised 

impatiently. 

 “To whom?” 

 “To a friend. Francine Watson. Not a man.”  

 He laughed. “I’m sure.”  

 She watched as he left the room. She hadn’t wanted to admit her friendship with 

Francine to him – she felt like she was placing a target on her chest. But it was perhaps 

safer than allowing him to believe a man lived in that flint cottage. She stared hard at 

the floor where the phantom from her past had stood, panic settling in. She had dealt 

with Liam Harrison’s jealous wrath before – she’d watched him strike her son, a child. 

She thought of Francine, feeling faint.  
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 Siobhán suddenly appeared, grabbing her by the waist. “Miss Rose! Please sit – 

I’ll get you a drink.”  

 “I’m fine.” 

 “By drink, I mean a bit of whisky! Trust me. You look like you’ve seen a 

ghost.” 

 Adderose waited until her friend returned with a glass.  

 “It’ll help you. It was that groundskeeper, wasn’t it? He frightens me, too. What 

an intimidating man!”  

 Adderose nodded at her friend. “Do you think so, too?” 

 “He doesn’t talk much, but when he does, he always seems so cryptic! It is like 

he’s a ghoul haunting the grounds, watching us all as we go about our lives. But Mister 

Matheson seems to like him, and I suppose he does well with the plants… Not that it’s 

the season for it!”  

 Adderose sipped at the drink, listening to her friend prattle, lost in her own 

thoughts.  

 

- - - 

 

 “I heard that our new groundskeeper is increasingly popular around town,” 

Prudence noted over the sound of her pen scratching against her paper. They were 

running over her French grammar – or, at the very least, that had been Adderose’s 

intent. She found she couldn’t quite focus on guiding her pupil, after her altercation 

with Liam. As usual, Prudence’s own mind tended to drift right towards the men whom 

Adderose wanted most not to think about.  

 “Is he?” 

 “Yes, he’s befriended that George Watson. Apparently, they knew each other in 

London, at some point. And he’s getting quite close with my own great uncle! I’m 

positive he’d rather have a nephew,” Prudence huffed. “But, like you, this man seems 

entirely uninterested in romance. He’s had plenty of interest from women, let me tell 

you!”  

 Adderose eyed the younger woman with a touch of disdain. “And how, pray tell, 

do you know so much about a man to whom you’ve scarcely spoken?” 
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 Prudence laughed. “Miss Rose, this is the countryside! If a dashing Londoner 

with big blue eyes comes to town, we are going to talk about him, after all.” 

 “Of course.” 

 “Do you find him handsome? Oh, of course you don’t…”  

 Adderose glanced uncomfortably over at her. Had her student overheard her and 

Liam’s clandestine conversations? Had she caught a whiff of their history together? 

“What makes you say that?” 

 “Well, he’s a dashing and available man. That’s evidently not your type, 

according to Siobhán, at least.” 

 “Watch yourself, my dear,” Adderose reproached. “I’d been intending to go over 

your grammar, you know – not gossip about your great uncle’s groundskeeper.”  

 Prudence sighed dramatically, but complied without argument. Perhaps, 

Adderose mused, this girl was maturing after all.   

 

- - - 

 

 “So you weren’t lying to me after all, Adderose.”  

 Adderose looked up. She was reading with Prudence in the parlor, and the 

younger woman also looked up in surprise as Liam Harrison leaned in the archway. The 

three of them considered each other, a long moment passing in the lingering silence, 

until the groundskeeper turned away and left the women alone.  

 “What on earth would you have to lie about, Miss Rose?” her pupil demanded.  

 Adderose was staring at the phantom presence that lingered in the archway. “Oh, 

we’d been discussing the weather earlier this morning. He was insisting that this was a 

false winter, but I assured him that the frost would last,” Adderose replied shortly, but 

she set her book down and stood up. “Continue reading, Prudence. I’m going to get 

some air.” 

 “Isn’t it too cold?” Prudence argued.  

 “I need to clear my head – you know that I am so prone to these dizzy spells.”  

 Adderose stepped into the corridor, glancing for Liam. She could feel a cold 

breeze down the hall – he must have left the door to the potager garden open. Swiftly, 

she made her way towards the bright kitchen.  
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 Her face flushed, she stepped into the garden. Liam Harrison was leaning 

against the grey wall of the manor, in the grand building’s shadow.  

 “What exactly did you mean by that, Liam?” Adderose demanded her husband.  

 “I mean that you have no man here. But you certainly have a friendship worth 

mentioning. A spinster, Adderose, really? You’ve replaced me with an old spinster? 

She’s like a witch in that old cottage, luring you in with her sweet words.” 

 “Leave Francine Watson alone, Liam. She’s nothing to you. Am I not allowed to 

have friends, then? Am I to be a hermit?” 

 “I was under the impression that you were in Sussex to teach, Adderose. Not to 

spend half your time in a little flint cottage with a ginger spinster. It’s unnatural, to 

leave your husband for such a life!” 

 She stepped forward, towards him. “Leave Francine alone.”  

 “I surely will, now.”  

 There was something in the resolute way that he’d spoken that made Adderose 

pause. “What exactly do you mean by that?” 

 “I mean that Francine Watson is nothing to me.”  

 “Liam, she is someone to me.”  

 “Is she? I’d perhaps pay her a friendly visit then, if I were you.”  

 Adderose paled, and turned on her heel, leaving the garden. She grabbed a coat 

and flew past Prudence in the parlor, and Siobhán at the door.  

 “Miss Rose!” her friend called after her, but Adderose ran – out of the manor, 

through the gardens, down the icy pathway with the dead flowers.  

 Her breath came out like shards of ice by the time she reached the little flint 

cottage. The front door was slightly ajar, letting the winter air encroach upon Fanny’s 

warm abode. Adderose shut it behind her, stepping into the dark room. All the curtains 

were shut.  

 “Fanny!” Adderose called out, opening a curtain. The white light startled her 

eyes, but her vision soon adjusted, revealing her friend. She was on the floor – not 

moving, but seemingly uninjured. Adderose’s mind registered these facts separately, 

slowly, as she sunk to the floor next to her friend.  

 “Fanny, I’m here. Can you hear me?” She cradled her friend’s head in her 

hands, ran her fingers through her red curls. “Fanny?”  
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 Her friend stared up at her, lifeless.  

 “Francine…” Adderose sobbed. “My Francine…” 

 After taking a moment, Adderose’s eyes shot desperately around the room for 

clues. She saw a glass of wine – no, two glasses of wine. One half drunk, the other full.  

 She thought of Liam arriving here, and charming his way to a glass of wine. 

Manipulating his way to a glass of wine. Pouring poison into a glass of wine. She 

leaned forward to kiss Francine’s forehead, and then set her friend down gently upon 

the floor. Standing, she saw the little glass bottle on the table, left there as if to taunt 

her. She took it in her hand and stared down at it.   

 Suddenly, a bustling commotion arose from the front door. Adderose spun 

around in surprise to see Liam Harrison, Mister Matheson, and George Watson staring 

at her, faces a mixture of flushed and pale.  

 “You see! There she is, with the poison in hand! I assured you that she was 

dangerous… but alas, we’ve come too late!” Liam Harrison was shouting, but Adderose 

was too bewildered to quite understand. She stared blankly at the three men, feeling 

nothing but sheer anger at them for encroaching upon her space of mourning.  

 George Watson fell to the floor, next to his cousin’s lifeless body. “How could 

you kill her! She thought you were her friend, you evil woman! She loved you like a 

sister!”  

 “Don’t touch her!” Adderose pleaded, her voice shaking with desperate horror.  

 “You stay back, murderess!” George Watson bit back, just as desperately.  

 “I didn’t kill her! I found her here like this!” Adderose insisted, staring in 

disbelief as Mister Matheson blocked the front door, as if expecting she would flee. “I 

love her!” 

 “Adderose, listen to me – you were acting erratic all morning. You told me you 

planned to get rid of Francine Watson, that she’d insulted you, that she’d ruined your 

reputation. I’ve explained to Mister Matheson about your illness, about your curse – 

after our son died, you completely lost your sanity. It was so tragic for me to witness! 

You are my wife, remember! Do you remember me, my love? You left me, you came 

here, you found a victim, upon whom you could take that horrible revenge you so 

longed for!”  
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 Adderose stared at Liam in disbelief, eyes finding Mister Matheson’s over his 

shoulder. “Don’t listen to this man! He’s long abused me, so I left him in London to 

make my own way! I assure you, I would never kill my friend! Why would I take 

revenge for the death of my son on an unrelated stranger! He is not speaking sensibly!”  

 “Adderose…” Liam took the bottle of poison from her trembling hands, and 

then enveloped them in his own calloused palms. “A nanny was watching our son when 

he drowned. That woman looked just like poor Francine Watson here – she was red-

haired, tall, strong! But not strong enough to save our boy. You’ve found the physical 

doppelganger of the one you loathe, but in doing so you have killed an innocent woman. 

A woman who trusted you, who by all accounts loved you like a sister! Please, 

Adderose, you need help! You need to go to a place where you can rest and relax and 

receive treatment for your illness!”  

 Adderose stared at him, bewildered. She could feel the web he’d been spinning 

the past few weeks tightening around her. She stared into his cold eyes, feeling, as she’d 

so often felt before, like his prey. “How dare you!”  

 “Miss Rose, you’ve committed a horrible crime,” Mister Matheson broke in. “A 

heinous murder! And you’ve left your husband, broken your vow to him! He has told us 

all that you’ve done. You need to pay for these actions!”  

 George Watson sobbed at the body of his cousin, ignoring them. 

 “Please, sir, let me deal with my wife! I know an institution that will take her in 

– she will no longer be a menace to society, to herself!” Liam insisted.  

 Mister Matheson stepped back, nodding. “It is your right to deal with your wife 

as you please.”  

 Adderose was staring at Francine, distraught. “She’s gone! She’s dead! Liam, 

you killed her!”  

 “Do you hear her! She’s completely lost her mind. She is in hysterics!” 

 Adderose pulled away from him in horror and disgust, but he held his grasp on 

her hands. He leaned in and whispered gruffly into her hair, “You’ve been caught. The 

Adder has been caught.”  

 

- - - 
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 “Prudence, did you hear that your old governess died?” Mister Matheson asked 

his niece, sitting in the garden and listening to the birds. Two long years had passed, 

and Prudence no longer needed a governess. In fact, she had been engaged to Mister 

George Watson for several weeks now, and was eagerly awaiting her upcoming 

wedding ceremony. All the townspeople were in awe of the beautiful young woman she 

had become. A perfect picture of exquisite and docile femininity – so unlike that terrible 

governess she had studied under. This Prudence could sing far sweeter, and her French 

was impeccable. She was a true delight.  

 The maid Siobhán, who had been setting down tea on the little outdoor table for 

Mister Matheson and his niece, glanced up at the tragic news that the former had stated 

so nonchalantly. She stared hard at her employer, who ignored her.  

 “Miss Rose? Did she?”  

 “Yes. Miss Adderose. She spent two years in that institution, but they couldn’t 

save her mind, it seems. Such a tragedy. What a horrible little creature she was.”  

 “Funny, I seem to remember you saying she sang like the birds in your garden, 

Mister Matheson,” Siobhán muttered.  

 The old man looked up bitingly at her. “No snake could sing like my birds.” 

 “Of course not, sir,” Siobhán curtseyed and left the garden, returning to the 

house. She thought of her old friend Rose, and of the intimidating groundskeeper Mister 

Liam Harrison. She thought of Rose’s insistent love with that strange Fanny Watson, 

which had so long troubled Siobhán – but the memory of which now filled her with 

heartache. 

 She thought of the roses in the garden, and the snakes in the ground. And she 

thought that, perhaps, neither was wholly good, and neither was wholly evil.   

 

 

Chapter 8: New York  

 “Ellen, pick up,” Al whispered into the phone, feeling faint. She paced back and 

forth, glancing at the sleeping baby. She needed to find Francine, but she couldn’t leave 

Prudence… and she certainly didn’t want to bring the infant along with her, in case she 

ran into Liam on the way.  
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 Ellen didn’t answer. Al glanced at the clock – it was after midnight. She 

hesitated, and then pulled up Francine’s number. Her finger wavered, and then pressed 

Call.  

 Liam answered quickly. “I knew you’d phone.”  

 “Just put Francine on the phone, Liam. Let me hear her voice.”  

 He chuckled. “That’s impossible, Adderose.” 

 She swallowed. “Why?” her voice was small, but she tried not to sound 

frightened. She didn’t want to give him that satisfaction. 

 “There is no Francine, my love. No Fanny.”  

 “What are you talking about?”  

 “You made her up, Adderose. You’re unwell. You have been ever since Thomas 

died…” 

 “Since you killed him,” Al barked into the phone, and then looked over at the 

sleeping infant. She crossed the nursery and gently closed the door behind her. 

 “You’re still hanging onto that story, Adderose?” he sounded a little angry. She 

had touched a nerve.  

 “You let him drown.”  

 “I did not let him drown.”  

 “You hated him.”  

 “I did not let him drown, Adderose!” his deep voice rang with exasperation.  

 “What do you want from me, Liam?” she demanded, frustrated.  

 “Isn’t it obvious, my love? I want revenge.” 

 “What did I do to you?” 

 “You left me. You’re mine, Adderose. You’re my wife. It was your duty to stay 

with me, to support me. You humiliated me. Everyone knows you left – I am taking 

revenge for that. It is my right, as your husband.” 

 “Do you hear yourself, Liam? What century do you think we’re in?” 

 There was a silence. She had the feeling he was smiling into the phone. She 

could feel his satisfaction – he’d gotten a reaction out of her. Her voice had shaken with 

emotion. She squeezed her eyes shut, tight, dug the fingernails of her free hand deep 

into her palm. “What did you do to Francine?”  

 “I only talked with her, Adderose. We had a very fulfilling conversation.” 
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 “I’ve seen what you can do when you talk with a woman, Liam!” she shouted. 

“Put her on the damn phone!”  

 “I can’t do that, Adderose.”  

 “Where are you?”  

 “I’m outside, Adderose.”  

 Her breath caught. She hurried to the front window in the sitting room opposite 

the nursery, and glared down, piercing through her reflection into the darkness below. 

She saw him, the looming phantom, standing beneath the light across the street.  

 “I’m calling the police.”  

 “So they can take you away? There’s no way you got a visa in time, Adderose. 

You left too quickly. I would have known if you had prepared one.” 

 She thought desperately of Francine. It’d be safer, for her, perhaps, if Adderose 

did leave the country. She hung up the phone, and immediately punched in the 

emergency number.  

 

- - - 

 

 She had to give up waiting for Ellen Matheson to answer her phone. She had 

found Ellen’s list of emergency babysitters, calling each number on the sheet until 

someone finally picked up. It took some mild convincing – and bribery – to convince 

her replacement to come all the way from Brooklyn so late. Adderose stared out the 

window while she waited. She stared across the street at Liam Harrison, who stared 

right back up at her.  

 When the replacement babysitter arrived, she called a cab. She planned her route 

down the front steps and across the sidewalk, refusing to leave the safety of the locked 

house until the car had pulled up.  

 Breathlessly, she called Fanny’s phone number as soon as she slipped into the 

cab, glancing back as they pulled away from Liam, who hadn’t stepped into the light of 

the street. He’d stayed leaning against the building, silently observing her quick 

movements from the brownstone’s stoop, her darting sprint across the street into the 

cab. Like so many times before in her life, she could feel his calculating cat eyes, 

watching her like the prey she was to him.  
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 “Hello, dear,” Liam answered the phone, his tone nonchalant.   

 “Where did you meet Francine? How did you get her phone?”  

 “Where do you think? Follow the clues, Adderose.” 

 She rolled her eyes, groaning. 

 “I must say, I hadn’t been expecting that Francine Watson. What a fox, 

Adderose! I’m honestly a bit jealous.” Liam tutted into the phone. “Were you gay this 

whole time, then? Was everything we had a lie? You just wanted a tall ginger lady with 

an American attitude?”  

 “Oh, fuck off. I loved you, at the start of all this. You’re the one who destroyed 

what we had.” 

 “There’s that Adder,” Liam’s voice again held that chilling satisfaction. Al 

fought the urge to hang up. She wanted to hear his voice, and the ambient noise of the 

phone call, to make sure he wasn’t following her. She figured she’d try her apartment 

first – that’s where she had sent the police, saying there had been a break-in. He’d 

known her address, after all, and she didn’t think Francine would have been willing to 

meet him anywhere in public. He would have had to force his way in. She would have 

called her, otherwise. And if she hadn’t heard from Fanny since that morning… she 

shuddered, thinking of how many hours had passed. So many things could have 

happened, within that cavernous gap of time.  

 “You always tried to draw that snake out of me, didn’t you?” she demanded, 

rage bubbling forward, pushing up her words like lava. “I could be a Rose, you know? 

You make every conversation, every argument into some sort of game. You’re horrible. 

You make me horrible.”  

 “Feeling guilty, Adderose?”  

 She thought of her son. She thought of the few friends she’d left behind in 

England… of all the musicians she’d canceled on, oftentimes just hours before a gig. 

She thought of her family, all of whom she’d ostracized, because they hadn’t approved 

of Liam. She thought of Prudence, sleeping under the gaze of a stranger. She thought of 

Ellen Matheson, who was certainly going to fire her tomorrow. She thought of the plane 

she’d be taking home to England, because she was sure as hell going to get deported. 

 Most painfully, she thought of Francine Watson.  
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 “Just…” her voice sounded shattered. She could hear, herself, how broken she 

was. She hated how happy that would make Liam, hearing her rawness, her pain. She 

was handing him the power he’d wanted. But she was exhausted. “Just tell me what you 

did to her,” she begged. 

 “Aren’t you going to see her now, anyway? Just ask her yourself, Adderose.”  

 “Don’t follow me.”  

 Liam scoffed. “You’re nothing to me. Just like how Francine Watson is nothing 

to me, now.” He seemed almost bored. “I’m done here, Adderose.” 

 “What did you want from me, then?” she demanded, indignant and suspicious. 

 “I told you, my love. I wanted revenge. And I certainly got it.”  

 Adderose ended the call, shaken. She handed the cab driver a handful of bills, 

ducking out of the car and into her building. Up the stairs. Her hand shook so intensely 

that she couldn’t unlock the door – she leaned her head against the cold corridor wall, 

took a deep breath. She tried knocking, but no answer. She had arrived before the cops, 

it seemed – unless they’d seen nothing amiss and had left. She steadied herself and 

unlocked the door, stepping into her darkened apartment.  

 

- - - 

 

 There had been a time, years before, when she’d thought that her life would 

work out as she’d originally pictured it would. She had just had Thomas, and she was 

still accepting gigs. She was sitting in the music studio she had been renting, practicing 

at the piano, Thomas strapped to her back. It was late, and the place was empty, aside 

from her and her son. Liam was miles away, in their apartment, out of her mind, her 

peripheral vision. The piano was set up before a beautiful, large window, looking out 

onto the city. She’d felt removed, but also connected. She’d felt comfortable, and 

happy. It was only momentary, that happiness, but it had helped to sustain her. She’d 

decided, that night, that she’d take the next opportunity she could to prolong that 

happiness. To better her life, for her and for her son. To leave the web of abuse that 

Liam had wrapped so tightly around them all.  

 If only she had been able to leave in time. 
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- - - 

 

 “Francine,” Adderose sobbed, clutching onto her hand. She was sitting on the 

floor, next to Fanny’s limp body. Strangled, the officers had said. Someone stronger 

than her had squeezed her throat, watched her die. “My Francine....”  

 “Ma’am, you need to come with me,” the NYPD officer told her, taking her 

shoulder. Al looked up, surprised to find her small apartment had been flooded with 

people in vests, in suits, most of them with guns. “I’m sorry,” one of them was saying to 

her.  

 “I thought we were supposed to be safe in New York,” Adderose bit back, 

desperately. “It’s fucking 2019…” 

 “Do you know anyone who may have wanted to hurt her?” 

 “No…” Adderose paled. “I definitely have someone who wanted to hurt me, 

though.” 

 “You’ll need to make a statement.”  

 Adderose groaned, not wanting to leave Francine’s body. She felt disjointed, 

removed from the scene. “Now?” 

 The officer sighed, almost with pity. “Yes, now.” 

 

- - - 

 

 They’d given her coffee, at the station. Heard her words. Allowed her to take her 

time, to tell her story. They suggested that she find someplace safe to stay, the rest of 

the day, but they let her go. “If you see your husband, call us immediately and find a 

safe place,” one of the police officers had told her – a woman, visibly concerned at 

letting her walk out into the city’s morning air. “Maybe go to a hotel, in a different 

neighborhood. Stay in all day. We’ll be in touch.”  

 This time of morning was her favorite, in Manhattan. It was crisp, cold, and the 

sunlight glinted off of the windows above her like scales on a school of giant iridescent 

fish, swimming above her. She walked in the shadowy depths, aware that she was 

drowning as she looked up at that beautiful warm light making its way over the 

buildings. But still, she was calm. She walked through the Village, headed to the Lower 
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East Side. She walked down the Bowery, taking her time, enjoying the cold air as it bit 

at her face.  

 She knew that Liam Harrison was probably following her. She felt his presence 

like a phantom, still, haunting her. Or… maybe he had told her the truth, over the phone 

in the cab the night before. After she’d broken, but before she’d shattered, before the 

bits and pieces of her sharp will had scattered around her, like the mirror on her dusty 

studio floor. Maybe he really was done with her, having gotten his revenge. He had 

sounded bored. Regardless, Adderose couldn’t muster up the energy to care. She headed 

towards the Brooklyn Bridge.  

 She was drowning, but she was calm.  

 She was drowning, and she would be drowned, and she would find the same 

quiet that Thomas had been forced under, that Francine had been strangled into.  

 She wondered if she was an adder or a rose. She wondered if one was more ideal 

than the other. At least an adder could bite back. A rose could only wilt.  

 Adderose, Francine had insisted on calling her. So had Ellen Matheson. Perhaps 

she had qualities of both the snake and the flower, within her.  

 She walked swiftly, to that bridge. That romanticized bridge – one of the many 

images she had held of the Big Apple before moving here. She’d never been to see it, to 

walk across it. Today would be her first time there, and her last.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Adderose is a novella that is purposely flawed and purposely restricted in order to 

portray specific problematic stereotypes. In order to understand and explore the 

limitations of common tropes in popular culture, I restricted my own writing to 

incorporate those tropes I so actively criticize. Furthermore, I sought to explore the 

implications of Queer Coding, which is the act of implying through vocabulary, 

stereotypical behavior, or appearance that a character is Queer, without outright stating 

it to the reader (Hulan 19). Restricting myself like this is the same strategy as using a 

limited color palette in a painting to better understand the tonal relationships within an 

image – by limiting my vocabulary, relying upon Queer Coding, and working within a 

very specific trope, Bury Your Gays, I was able to illustrate the relationship between the 

Victorian usage of the trope and contemporary handling of minority characters. In 

particular, I chose to echo Sensation Fiction, in which these tropes of Queer 

representation are prevalent. This relationship will be further explained at the start of 

this process essay, which will draw thorough parallels – and divergences – between my 

novella and Lady Audley’s Secret as evidence for the issues in representation I am 

addressing. After laying down the necessary historical and creative context, I will define 

the theories upon which my novella reflects, explain my thematic choices, explore my 

setting and characters, discuss the restrictions of my medium and choice of tropes, and 

finally, briefly describe my revision process. Victorian social politics greatly influenced 

the handling of gender and sexuality portrayed in novels made in this period – and 

considering how immensely popular Sensation Fiction novels were, it is unsurprising 

that the restricted handling of minority characters has had a lasting effect. Adderose 

illustrates these tropes, which are often socially acceptable strategies of portraying 

unconventional characters to a widespread audience – however dangerous or 

empowering that may be.  

 

HISTORY AND THEORY 

The concept of restricted representation can be applied to mentally ill characters, 

characters of color, characters in poverty, and others, but I limited my scope in 

Adderose. For the purposes of this thesis, my focus is on the representation of 

Queerness and Women, drawing upon Ellen Bayuk Rosenman’s paper describing the 
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use of melodrama as a literary strategy in Victorian writing. I portrayed the same basic 

adultery plotline within two contexts, weaving these two stories together throughout the 

novella. One is set in Victorian-Era Sussex, and the other in contemporary New York 

City. The story changes, slightly, as it is influenced by each setting’s social and political 

factors; however, I continuously use melodrama as a main strategy in both plotlines, as 

this has been used historically and contemporarily to allow Queer characters into pop 

culture works. “Popular” fiction, after all, is intended to reach as large an audience as 

possible, which inherently includes a mixture of conservative and liberal readers alike. 

Essentially, by forcing a character to suffer and thereby generating enough sympathy 

from the reader, the character’s Otherness is “forgiven” by a conservative audience – 

even a Victorian audience. I will explore this theory by referencing Ellen Bayuk 

Rosenman’s work more deeply later in this section. Furthermore, the books I reference 

throughout Adderose deal with characters in this way.  

 Bury Your Gays, also called Lesbian Death Syndrome, is a hugely common 

trope in pop culture, often affecting Queer women characters. As Hulan explains, the 

trope “…originated as a tool for queer authors to write queer narratives without facing 

negative consequences associated with the ‘endorsement’ of homosexuality” (24). 

While Hulan notes that the trope has become obsolete, as social acceptance has 

increased drastically in recent years, the lasting effect of the trope – and its usage – is 

still prominent. On a personal note, my motivation for writing this project is that as a 

writer, I have found myself falling into this trope even in my own work, despite having 

been disturbed by it in film and literature. This is because Bury Your Gays is so 

ingrained in not only the community’s artistic work, but more especially in widespread 

pop culture as a whole.  

 Before I further explore the tropes and theories that I am addressing in 

Adderose, it is essential to place the Victorian writing that I am reflecting upon into a 

cultural and historical context. I will begin this section by describing the cultural 

background that birthed tropes such as Bury Your Gays, in order to truly understand the 

direct relationship between popular culture and the concerns of an actively changing 

society. In nineteenth-century England, Christianity “...tended to make the flesh into the 

root of all evil, shifting the most important moment of transgression from the act itself 

to the stirrings - so difficult to perceive and formulate - of desire” (Foucault 19-20). 
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Adderose references the Sensation Fiction novel Lady Audley’s Secret several times, 

through direct allusion and also through subtler intertextual references. I chose this 

book, written by Mary Elizabeth Braddon, to reflect upon because its main character, 

Robert Audley, is quite obviously coded as Queer. This is an outstanding example of 

Queer representation that reached a widespread and relatively conservative audience. 

By keeping in mind the deep rooted effects of Christianity upon English society, 

Robert’s desire for George in Lady Audley’s Secret, though never explicitly stated as 

having been consummated, is still shocking to a Victorian audience. Still, his desire is 

written. For a time period so seemingly prudish, Braddon was able to write a Queer 

character, broaching his sexuality fairly openly, without so much as naming it. This was 

done through brilliant Queer Coding on Braddon’s part. For instance, consider the 

following description of Robert Audley:  

It was most certain that the young man had always been eccentric. He was 

sensible, he was tolerably clever, he was honorable and gentlemanlike in feeling, 

though perhaps a little careless in the performance of certain minor social duties; 

but there were some slight differences, not easily to be defined, that separated 

him from other men of his age and position… [also] he had very much changed 

within the period that had succeeded the disappearance of George Talboys. He 

had grown moody and thoughtful, melancholy and absent-minded. He had held 

himself aloof from society, had sat for hours without speaking… (Braddon 621) 

Queer Coding is a way in which a writer can get across to their audience that a character 

is Queer, without so much as actively stating it. This often deals within the realm of 

stereotypical behavior or appearance, as well as the vocabulary used by other characters 

to describe the character in question. Terms such as “eccentric” or “unnatural” are more 

obvious examples of this strategy – in addition to these descriptions, Robert Audley has 

an almost stereotypical lack of interest in “manly” endeavors such as sport, business, 

and, until the novel progresses, even women. His interactions with George and details 

of their history together convey to the reader, however subtly, that Robert does indeed 

hold romantic feelings for his friend.  

 In writing Adderose, I found this strategy of Queer Coding difficult and often 

uncomfortable. Rather than admit their love for each other, for instance, Adderose and 

Fanny often speak of their friendship, or say that they love each other as “sisters.” 
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Furthermore, I surrounded them with sexual innuendos – from Fanny’s name, which is 

a nod to Pussy in Charles Dickens’s The Mystery of Edwin Drood, to their constant 

association with flowers, to the French novels they read and discuss together, and even 

to their movement from the outside gazebo to the warm interior of Francine’s cottage. 

Keeping theses sexual innuendos subtle enough to “pass by” the average conservative 

reader definitely took some effort. However, the more straightforward acts of Queer 

Coding actually made me deeply uncomfortable as I wrote – for instance, using 

vocabulary such as “unnatural” or “eccentric” to describe Fanny’s behavior.  

 As is the case in every era, popular themes in Victorian literature often reflected 

major societal changes. Art, of course, deals very much with the reality in which it is 

created. Michel Foucault notes, “The legitimate couple, with its regular sexuality, had a 

right to more discretion… what came under scrutiny was the sexuality of… mad men 

and women, and criminals; the sensuality of those who did not like the opposite sex; 

reveries, obsessions, petty manias, or great transports of rage” (Foucault 38-39). These 

are the themes so successfully explored within Sensation Fiction. This “scrutiny” that 

Foucault mentions was, of course, hindered by Victorian morals; by not being able to 

talk about sex in straightforward terms, scholarly and scientific discourse only served to 

root the handling of nontraditional sexuality in years to come. This directly affected the 

way I was able to explore Al and Francine’s contemporary love story – a tension which 

I will describe later in this paper. This awkward handling is directly due to the Queer 

representation that was permitted in Victorian times. As per Foucault, “Claiming to 

speak the truth, [scholarly discourse] stirred up people’s fears… strange pleasures, it 

warned, would eventually result in nothing short of death: that of individuals, 

generations, the species itself” (53-54). Furthermore, as Foucault explores in The 

History of Sexuality, being repressed by power systems simultaneously and seemingly-

contradictorily also allowed for the desire and therefore the power to counter one’s 

repression. Here, then, is where the Bury Your Gays trope is born. To put this in a 

contemporary context, labels may seem to restrict or oppress, but at the same time they 

offer a means of discourse - a visibility through vocabulary. But how was identity 

explored in Victorian literature? What were the rules governing visibility? How could 

one explore sexualities that were societally considered “frauds against procreation” and 

“deadly secrets,” directly threatening not only the deeply rooted Christian family system 
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but also the secular imperatives of creating and shaping future generations (Foucault 

116-117)?  

 Indeed, in the nineteenth century there was a marked shift in which judgments 

and attacks directed at “perverse” sexualities came no longer from Christian values but 

also, as noted by Fanny in Adderose, from the medical field (Foucault 117). Society 

simply found more labels for the condemnation of Queerness. While Foucault argues 

that the repression of sexuality simultaneously gave voice to it, the strength of power 

between the Privileged and the Oppressed is, regardless, drastically uneven. This is 

evident in the treatment of Queer characters in nineteenth-century literature, as it is still 

today. Sexuality cannot be normalized through pop culture if it is approached 

tentatively. This often depends entirely on who is doing the writing, the speaking, the 

creating, and upon their relationship with the Oppressed. Generally speaking, society 

gives the microphone to those in Power, to those who are writing through a judgmental, 

though certainly not always ill-intended, point of view. If the voices of the oppressed 

are not being elevated, then these are not the perspectives that are truly being 

represented in pop culture. If the sole intention of a work is to reach as widespread an 

audience as possible and achieve monetary success, then even Queer writers must bow 

to conservative tastes. Furthermore, even when a Queer writer is able to reach a wide 

audience – Oscar Wilde’s fate being a tragic example from the Late Victorian period, 

which followed the reign of Sensation Fiction and mid-Victorian literature – their 

voices are often still restrained, as the danger towards them was very real, and their own 

social vocabulary was still restricted. For instance, the conclusion of Lady Audley’s 

Secret seems to “reward” the act of returning to the closet, because Robert had a 

stereotypical and more importantly “acceptable” fate of heterosexual marriage. Robert’s 

internal suffering simply no longer had a microphone, as it had for the duration of the 

novel. Robert’s Queer voice is abruptly removed, for the sake of a Victorian, 

“virtuous,” happy ending. 

 To expand upon this, scholar Ellen Bayuk Rosenman analyzes the use of 

melodrama and masochism in Victorian literature and, in particular, the impact of 

gender upon masochism: by garnering sympathy through intense suffering, characters 

who subvert societal conventions are forgiven by the conservative reader and other 

characters (23-24). Rosenman defines melodrama as a technique used to highlight virtue 
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through the intense emotions so popularly depicted in Victorian fiction (22). For 

masochism, she takes the more esoteric meaning as utilized in literature: the use of 

suffering to manipulate both plot and reader, in which “…pain is the price of a chosen 

desire that violates a moral or ideological norm. The masochist pursues a forbidden 

pleasure of agency but arranges to suffer for it, and therefore maintains moral 

credibility” (23-24). Masochism allowed Victorian writers to explore scandalous 

characters, for instance, “masculine” women and, less commonly, “feminine” men, 

while maintaining a conservative audience’s sympathies (Rosenman 24). Robert 

Audley, Adderose, and Fanny are allowed, by Victorian standards, to pine for characters 

of the same gender, as long as their love is counterbalanced by enough melodramatic 

pain (Rosenman 26). This self-defensive wielding of pain, this price of suffering for 

self-truth, hints at the dangerous implications for Queer people in Victorian society. 

Homophobic social ideals were, and continue to be, reinforced through pop culture. 

 Importantly, Rosenman takes Robert Audley’s status as a wealthy, upper-class 

male into consideration: for all of his emotional suffering, she asserts, he is never in 

physical danger of starvation or poverty, unlike female characters who inherently rely 

on the sympathies of powerful men (38). However, his status and his physical safety are 

contingent upon his being closeted. By embracing his Queerness, he would face 

ostracism and, perhaps, violence. The potential for the physical danger posed to women 

characters existed for him, though not as long as he was “passing” as a straight man. He 

is allowed to be eccentric – for a socially appropriate amount of time, and only, as 

Rosenman illustrates, as long as he suffers. Furthermore, Rosenman asserts that 

“Robert’s feminine stage is only temporary: in the end, he is different from and superior 

to the women who seem to dominate him” (38). However, Robert’s fate must be 

examined more critically in order to truly understand the handling of his Queerness. 

Without a doubt, he seems to change throughout the novel, and rather abruptly at the 

conclusion. However, by acknowledging his internalized homophobia, one can see that 

he has not changed so much as adapted. It is doing his complex character a disservice to 

assert that his femininity is temporary; quite the contrary, his femininity is smothered – 

or, at the very least, only temporarily expressed in the novel. It is also necessary to take 

into consideration what his social class demands of him – he is not necessarily in 

danger, as argued above, of starving. He can fold himself into a character deemed “fit” 
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for his social class, and he can rely on his established wealth. However, these assets 

simultaneously free and restrain him. This is reflected in Fanny and Adderose’s fates – 

unlike Robert, they were both women, and they did not successfully return to the closet. 

This results in their tragic fates, falling into the trope Lesbian Death Syndrome, which 

will be explored later in this paper. Firstly, it is pivotal to understand that Queer 

characters can tuck themselves into the safety of the closet, but the psychological price 

to pay for this is higher, perhaps, than Rosenman recognizes. Furthermore, it is not only 

the characters being restrained; it is the writer herself being restrained, and the audience 

as well - especially those readers who are looking at characters like Robert, Fanny, or 

Adderose as a means of visibility and validation. 

 This relationship between character and audience leads to a phenomenon that 

has continued to occur today, which I am exploring throughout this creative thesis: 

popular culture’s exploitation of Queerness. Mishandling a Queer character can offer an 

easy means of adding drama in a plot – though, as Rosenman asserts, this character 

must find a socially acceptable conclusion (39). When a complex character such as 

Robert is fated to return to the closet, and this conclusion is painted in a positive light, it 

becomes evident that this character was written for a conservative audience simply 

looking for a bit of scandalous drama. Alternatively, the novel can be read as a failed 

attempt to come to terms with one’s own sexuality. To return to Rosenman’s notion of 

masochism, Robert suffers immense emotional anguish at the loss of his friend. 

Furthermore, he struggles intensely with his own self-judgment. His family, as 

illustrated in the quote from his uncle’s perspective shown earlier, is confused by, yet 

accepting of, him. They do not send him away to a mental institution – which is 

Adderose’s fate. It is Robert himself who is so tormented by his desire for George. In 

Adderose, none of my Queer female characters survives. By restricting myself to the 

trope I chose, Bury Your Gays or Lesbian Death Syndrome, my characters had two 

potential fates: death or a return to the closet. This, unfortunately, reflects the societal 

conventions of Victorian times.  

 As Rosenman illustrates, it is absolutely essential to look at the role of suffering 

in characters deviating from the social norm; after all, every written choice by the writer 

is driven by both social and creative motivations. There is a worrying and lasting 

tendency to treat minority characters as expendable, as long as the suffering their 
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demise or maltreatment extends upon the Straight White Main Character is only enough 

to make the protagonist more sympathetic. Robert Audley is a particularly interesting 

case to analyze simply because he is, arguably, the protagonist of Lady Audley’s Secret. 

This is the same for Adderose and Al in my own novella. However toxic this handling 

of a Queer character is, if one takes a Foucault-esque perspective, one can still find 

Power in it. For instance, however flawed his abrupt conclusion may be, Robert Audley 

still offers visibility. For the majority of the novel, though he is suffering, Robert is 

actively pursuing his desire. That plot-moving power in itself is impressive. In 

Adderose, I allow my Queer female characters to be openly happy in each other’s 

company. That romantic visibility may be subtle, but it is able to be written even when 

operating within this trope.  

 As multifaceted as the issue of Power is, as presented by Foucault, the same can 

be said for Visibility, which is in itself a form of Power. While Robert’s Queerness is 

eventually forced back into the closet - or “overcome,” depending on the reader’s take 

on the conclusion - the fact is that Robert’s desire is, as illustrated above, the most 

prominent plot mover. While it can be argued that the women actually move the plot 

along by “inspiring” Robert, in a Queer close reading, it is obvious that Robert’s own 

desire - and his suppression of it, resulting in his need to understand it - is what drives 

him to search for George. He searches for George because he genuinely wants to find 

him. Robert himself points the finger at the women in the novel as “spurring” him on, 

simply because he needs a socially acceptable excuse for his pursuit. An alternate view, 

as per Dr. Jessica Murphy’s lecture “A Shocking Secret: The Scandal of Female 

Agency & Autonomy in Sensation Fiction,” would be that it is indeed the women who 

drive the plots, as their “scandalous” and transforming femininity, Dr. Murphy argues, 

reflects the origins of the Late Victorian New Woman. Indeed, it was Sensation 

Fiction’s inherent ability to depict the fluctuation or even reversal of femininity and 

masculinity that allowed writers to explore the spectrum of sexuality and gender 

(Murphy). By placing Robert Audley in the closet through a Queer reading, the book 

can also be read as Robert grasping for an excuse to continue looking for his friend. The 

women offer this, through Lady Audley’s potential threat to his family, and Clara 

Talboys’s existence as a convenient love interest, but it is evident that without Robert’s 

desire for George, none of the motivation the women offer would ignite the necessary 
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passion for Robert to act upon. In Adderose, I adopt the same method, giving Adderose 

a socially acceptable excuse for visiting Fanny: to teach Prudence how to politely act 

around ostracized women. As Lynda Nead notes, women in the nineteenth century were 

often involved in philanthropy towards “fallen” women, though they “…made a 

significant contribution towards the emancipation of women in their own class, this was 

not extended to women in the social classes beneath them” (197). However, Adderose 

eventually drops this excuse and begins to admit friendship with Fanny. The more 

brazen she becomes – returning alone to Fanny’s cottage often, or offering to dance 

with her in public – the more concretely her fate is sealed. In refusing to return to the 

closet as Robert Audley had done, Adderose must be “punished” in order to be allowed 

to be written. She is sent to a mental institution, where they cannot “fix” her, and she 

dies.  

 Of course, in the conclusion of Lady Audley’s Secret, it is obvious that Robert’s 

Queerness is not entirely smothered, as it would have been if he had indeed “overcome” 

his sexuality and transformed wholly into a “proper” Victorian gentleman. As Nolan 

Boyd puts it very succinctly, “...Robert, Clara, and George all live together in a kind of 

queer and incestuous ménage à trois, a configuration that highlights the queer energies 

suffusing the novel’s final domestic tableau” (419). In the end, the writer and the other 

characters are restricted – in particular, the women. If one reads the novel’s action as 

being advanced through Robert’s desire for George, then Clara is far from an active 

agent in the plot, despite being described as such by Robert himself. As Nemesvari puts 

it, “Clara provides Robert with the perfect object of transference and offers him the 

opportunity to turn his ‘illicit’ homosocial desire for George in a socially acceptable 

direction” (522). When these plot movements are placed into the context that Robert is 

closeted and looking for any excuse to pursue George - anything, of course, but 

homosexual desire - then Clara is reduced to a tool, dressed up as a modern, seemingly-

unconventional woman. The handling of Queerness then expands to the handling of 

Women and other characters.   

 To reiterate, Victorian literature dealt with societal changes and shifts. However, 

the restricted handling of these societal shifts is telling – though, of course, writers 

could utilize strategies such as Queer Coding to bypass conservative tastes. Foucault 

attests that following the seventeenth century, “...new personages made their 
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appearance: the nervous woman, the frigid wife, the indifferent mother - or worse, the 

mother beset by murderous obsessions - the impotent, sadistic, perverse husband, the 

hysterical… girl… and the young homosexual who rejects marriage or neglects his 

wife” (110). All of these types of sexuality hold a common thread: they upset the 

“natural” family (Foucault 111). Note, here, that “murderous” women and homosexual 

men are lumped together in this list, relating not only the dichotomy of masculinity and 

femininity with sexuality, but also criminality with sexual deviance. Victorian literature, 

and in particular Sensation Fiction, also explored the role that imperialism played in 

British society. Race, shifts in the class system, and the New Woman were all just as 

scintillating themes as sexuality. As Anne McClintock explores the role of imperialism 

in nineteenth-century England, “The invention of race in the urban metropoles… 

became central not only to the self-definition of the middle class but also to the policing 

of the ‘dangerous classes’: the working class, the Irish, Jews, prostitutes, feminists, gays 

and lesbians, criminals, the militant crowd and so on” (5). Victorian social politics 

focused upon maintaining a traditional, white family life - a concept illustrated 

succinctly in Robert Audley’s abrupt fate as a married man in Lady Audley’s Secret. 

Braddon must smother his lifestyle as a “sexual deviant” by the novel’s denouement. 

However, that sexuality is far from removed from his character. Indeed, he remains a 

Queer presence in the conclusion so often analyzed as his return to conventional 

masculinity, illustrating a tragic return to the closet rather than a “conversion” to 

heterosexuality. In Adderose, there is never a return to the closet. However, the Queer 

presence is more obviously felt in the contemporary chapters – though still, arguably, 

mishandled. Al did not have to kill herself at the end of the novella. She did not have to 

jump off of the Brooklyn Bridge – she could have mourned and moved on. However, 

Liam symbolized the everlasting threat of misogyny and homophobia. At the end of 

Adderose, either Al had to die, or she had to kill Liam. I chose Al’s fate as it reflects 

more accurately the trope I was working within: Lesbian Death Syndrome. However, if 

I were freer in my writing, and not restricting myself to working within this trope, the 

ending would have been entirely different, and Al would have lived. Interestingly, when 

I sent my novella to various readers, I received back comments comparing it to a 

television show or miniseries. Al’s fate fits within contemporary pop culture’s handling 
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of both Queerness and women, illustrating that this very Victorian handling of minority 

characters has held a lasting effect. 

 

THEMATIC CHOICES 

The previous section of this paper discussed the potential for power in flawed 

representation. Indeed, while tropes utilizing melodrama, such as Lesbian Death 

Syndrome or Bury Your Gays, technically “allow” representation of Queerness in pop 

culture, it is nevertheless a frustrating and dangerous theme, as it equates suffering with 

a community that has long been oppressed, deeply rooting this relationship in a very 

public way. This is why I chose to use melodrama within Adderose to explore this trope 

and its Victorian roots, in order to better understand the limited way that Other 

characters are portrayed in fiction. While it is of course perfectly possible to write 

Queer tragedies and stories involving suffering, it is the motivation for writing this 

suffering that must be examined. If the tragic death of a character exists for no other 

reason than to shock the reader or “excuse” Queer behavior, then the roots of this 

representation are likely problematic. For instance, in the previous section I offered an 

alternate ending in which Al kills Liam, symbolically overcoming misogyny and 

homophobia. This is arguably a far stronger ending to the novella, but simply was not 

“permissible” within the trope I was writing. Therefore, the ending of Adderose is, 

arguably, problematic. Her death was only written for shock and drama, and to “excuse” 

her behavior to a conservative audience. Adderose also explores the basic motifs uniting 

literature across time periods. Other Sensation Fiction themes are echoed – specifically, 

Bigamy, Murder, New Technology and Methods of Communication, and Travel. I am 

choosing to interact specifically with Sensation Fiction due to these novels’ popularity, 

widespread availability, and their astounding ability to approach controversial and 

shocking themes.  

 This paper has already discussed the destruction of marriage as a theme in 

Sensation Fiction. This theme, along with the presence of mental illness, directly relates 

to the major societal shifts occurring during that time. In particular, I wanted to explore 

the role of divorce courts and the power that it gave to women wanting to break free of 

abusive homes. After all, how safe would women have been, having sought a trial or 

no? In my own novella, Adderose does not seek trial or divorce. She grasps desperately 
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at an opportunity and runs for it. This “power” that had been given to women may have, 

after all, been an illusion. For instance, in 1858,  

…John and Frances Curtis brought to the court a litany of marital wrongs that 

had led to John’s suffering a breakdown, characteristically diagnosed as ‘brain 

fever’ in 1850. Brain fever in this case was clearly considered a mental rather 

than a physical affliction, since John was confined in an institution and put in a 

straitjacket. He was released, but, after several years of dispute in which he tried 

to discipline his wife by refusing to let her manage their children, and by 

humiliating her in front of the servants, suffered another attack of ‘brain fever’ 

and was again confined. After his release, he tried to persuade Frances to return 

to him. When she refused and retreated with the children to her sister’s, he 

sought out her address and tried to drag away the youngest child. In a letter 

written to her mother, Frances complained that her husband “carries the idea of 

his authority to a mania.” (Pedlar 111) 

In reading this, the situation that arises between Adderose and Liam Harrison, in either 

era, does not seem to be that farfetched. That is where the success of Sensation Fiction 

is born – these novels were playing with real fears and genuine concerns. These horrific 

situations were being covered through trials and in newspapers. It is therefore 

unsurprising that the literature of the era also echoed these disturbing themes.  

 Even in terms of criminality, a theme so often explored by Sensation Fiction 

writers, the crime of “deviant” sexualities was increasingly treated as a medical 

condition (Foucault 40-41). I allude to this Victorian shift towards medical rather than 

criminal through Francine’s worries that they will be brought to a physician or a 

madhouse. This historical shift has had lasting and dangerous implications – ranging in 

scale from the tropes I explore in this novella to the horrific act of conversion therapy, 

still prevalent today. Furthermore, this societal shift offers an insight into why Sensation 

novelists sought to explore homosexuality at all. Indeed, in Lady Audley’s Secret, Lady 

Audley herself tries to label Robert as being mentally unwell through his obsession with 

George, in an effort to take the attention off of her own mental illness. Robert is only 

excused through his privilege as a wealthy white man, just as she is condemned through 

her own womanhood. Just as Sensation novelists’ exploration of bigamy was directly 

related to the shaken foundations of traditional marriage in light of changes to divorce 
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laws, so-called sexual deviance was also undergoing changes in this time - though 

homosexuality was certainly still a criminal offense. After all, Oscar Wilde’s very 

public trial for gross indecency took place just a few decades after Sensation Fiction’s 

glory days. As traditional heterosexual marriage and newspaper coverage of trials were 

both popular themes for Sensation Fiction, it is not surprising that homosexuality was 

also explored, however tentatively.  

 Though this process essay draws many parallels to Lady Audley’s Secret in 

particular, Adderose also interacts intertextually with several works of Sensation Fiction 

– references and allusions were made to Wilkie Collins’s Armadale, Charles Dickens’s 

The Mystery of Edwin Drood, and others. Influenced by these works, my resulting 

choices in terms of setting and character design will be explored in the following 

section. Through referencing these works and the common themes they explore, 

Adderose was able to illustrate the lasting influence that Sensation Fiction holds, even 

on contemporary writing.  

 

CREATING THE SETTING AND CHARACTERS 

To start, let me briefly describe my process of character and setting design. I 

deliberately chose my character names as they gave me an opportunity to add 

symbolism within such a short work. Adderose is a mutation of the name Alderose – I 

designed the name specifically to highlight the duality of bite versus beauty in her 

character. Independent women like Adderose, after all, did represent a threat to 

Victorian society. Furthermore, it gave a vocabulary to those interacting with her, 

offering an easy insult by comparing her to an adder, or an easy compliment by 

comparing her to a rose. The name would have felt heavy and unusual in the 

contemporary chapters, so I deliberately had her use a nickname – just as the 

contemporary Francine has the agency to dislike her own nickname, Fanny, which is an 

allusion to Pussy in Charles Dickens’s The Mystery of Edwin Drood. Furthermore, as an 

act of Queer Coding, I chose a “masculine” nickname for Adderose: Al. Adderose’s last 

name is never mentioned, as an obvious nod to her identity as a married woman. The 

surnames that are mentioned – Matheson, Watson, and Harrison – all end in –son, 

referring to patriarchal relations, simply to emphasize the societal power of men in 

Victorian times and the resulting contemporary implications. As a final note, Liam’s 
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name is, more subtly, an echo of the word Liar. As I was restricted in terms of length, I 

found myself grasping at any small presence of symbolism I could utilize.  

 As for setting, I deliberately chose the English countryside as a reference to 

Sensation Fiction, which often explored the new ability to travel quickly between 

countryside and city in Victorian times. As a plot device, this was useful. The sudden 

ability for an enemy or villain to appear without warning, or even to haunt from a 

distance via letters or telegrams, lends itself well to creating suspense. I was able to 

mirror this with the modern equivalent in the contemporary chapters: social media 

stalking and accessible plane travel. For the modern equivalent of the stereotypical 

Victorian setting, I chose New York City – this allowed my character to be a fish out of 

water, while also increasing the distance between her and her past to more accurately 

mimic the distance between Adderose’s London past and Sussex present. After all, with 

increased modern transportation and technology, the physical distance between Al and 

Liam simply had to be greater in order to explore the same themes.  

 Indeed, I found myself having to “translate” between the eras quite a bit when 

designing my characters and plot. For instance, in the Victorian chapters, I wrote 

Adderose to be a governess. Not only does this allow her to escape her husband and 

support herself as a woman, it also directly references the works of Sensation Fiction 

that utilized the profession for women of mysterious pasts. Nowadays, obviously, a 

governess would be a very strange occupation for Al. I rewrote it slightly, making 

Prudence an infant rather than a teenager, because it is quite common for young adults 

trying to move into New York City to work as au pairs or nannies for wealthy families. 

Finally, I changed Mister Matheson into Ellen Matheson simply because I knew I 

needed to be heavy-handed with the stereotypes. A common character in mainstream 

pop culture is, of course, the career woman who sacrifices her family for work. In fact, 

one could argue that is traceable to the threatening character of the “New Woman” in 

Victorian works. As I was writing in order to explore the interaction between tropes like 

this, the switch of gender was a necessity. Furthermore, I found myself freer in the 

contemporary chapters to have a majority cast of women. This made the presence of 

Liam Harrison stand out in contrast – a contrast I frankly needed in order to instill 

drama in such a short work of fiction. This led to a more marked tenseness between the 

genders, a tenseness that is reversed in the Victorian scene in which all of the male 
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characters stand accusingly around Adderose above Fanny’s corpse. The overwhelming 

male presence in the small flint cottage – a setting that had, throughout the story, been 

only occupied by women – is uncomfortable and battle-like. I mirrored this 

encroachment of the male presence in a Queer female space when Liam forces his way 

into Francine and Al’s New York apartment – both of these scenes were very 

uncomfortable to write.  

 Again restricted by my short medium and the tropes I was working within, I 

decided to keep the personalities of my characters very simple. If I had more length to 

work with, more complex traits would have certainly been introduced – however, I still 

found myself able to address the concerns of my characters despite keeping them 

simple. For instance, Adderose and Fanny were able to argue and show their anxieties, 

reflecting their time’s social politics and also the shift in medical theory mentioned 

earlier in this paper. In the contemporary chapters, Fanny’s thoughts are given more of a 

voice, as the reader is able to join her alone in her apartment before Liam disrupts the 

scene. Al’s scenes alone with Prudence are also far richer in the contemporary chapters 

than in the Victorian ones – I felt more able to explore the grief that Al was going 

through, perhaps because Prudence was an infant in those scenes, as opposed to the 

teenaged Victorian Prudence. Also, the complexities of motherhood, frankly, have more 

of a voice in contemporary writing than in Victorian fiction. After all, in Victorian 

England, “…medical discourse and popular advertisements sought to construct women 

as unstable because of her menstrual cycles and reproductive capacities” (Smart 13). It 

is therefore unsurprising that womanhood was a tense theme in literature of that time. 

Be it through the addition of an infant character or a result of years of Feminist 

discourse, I certainly felt freer in describing Al’s complex feelings about her grief or 

even her role as caregiver than I did in exploring Adderose’s. Finally, as for Liam 

Harrison’s personality, I essentially boiled him down to his villainous, manipulative 

traits, giving him no redeeming qualities – simply because I needed more “punch,” so to 

speak, in the amount of text I had. Liam is a reflection of villainous or threatening men 

such as Jasper in Charles Dickens’s The Mystery of Edwin Drood. Take this interaction 

between Jasper and Pussy, a young woman he holds unreciprocated feelings for: “‘I 

love you, love you, love you. If you were to cast me off now – but you will not – you 

would never be rid of me. No one should come between us. I would pursue you to the 
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death’” (Dickens 175). This threatening presence of powerful men is a common theme 

throughout Victorian literature – but it is one that I needed to “translate” between my 

Victorian and contemporary storylines. Liam is powerful through his attractiveness and 

cunningness in the Victorian chapters, but his threat is more physical in the 

contemporary scenes. It is important to keep in mind that my characters and settings 

were kept stereotypical and simple in order to highlight the tropes that I sought to 

explore.  

 In terms of technical construction, I looked towards theories of Intertextuality 

and Adaptation. To start, I referenced not only literal works of Sensation Fiction 

through the books Fanny and Adderose read, or through Francine’s NYU thesis, but 

also through the design of my plot and characters. Both threads of the novella are a 

reflection upon Sensation Fiction and Victorian social politics and history – therefore, 

the plot itself is intertextual, through more than the obvious allusions being made. 

Furthermore, in a way, my writing process involved writing one story and adapting it 

into another short story, weaving them together to form the complete novella. As Linda 

Hutcheon describes the act of transcoding, “…telling the same story from a different 

point of view… can create a manifestly different interpretation” (8). Indeed, I found 

myself analyzing each plot movement and character trait differently per setting I placed 

them in – this allowed me to explore the interaction between trope and setting more 

deeply than I had anticipated. To push this a bit further, my Victorian chapters, having 

been written first, are technically my “source material” for adaptation. As Hutcheon 

notes, “Transposition to another medium, or even moving within the same one, always 

means change or, in the language of the new media, ‘reformatting’” (16). Indeed, the 

story, despite being identical in terms of basic plot and themes, underwent major shifts 

as I adapted the tale to a contemporary time period and American setting. To reiterate, I 

was able to explore the relationship between Al and her dead son more deeply in the 

contemporary chapters, because a modern woman in New York is simply more able to 

address and discuss those feelings. I was able to dive into her memories a bit more than 

I could with Adderose, simply through style shift. Furthermore, I found I had to explore 

her grief more deeply, as it allowed me to cement the “suffering” that the tropes I was 

working within required of Al. She was too free, almost – in being able to openly be 

with her partner, for a time, she still had to pay the “price” of suffering more visibly to 
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the reader. And that “extra” suffering came in the form of grief. This of course directly 

influenced the personalities and actions of my characters – traits which I would have 

delved much deeper into, if Adderose had been a novel rather than a novella. In the next 

section, I will further discuss the restrictions of the medium and the tropes that I 

assigned to myself, as well as the implications of the Victorian history and works of 

fiction with which I was interacting. After all, these lasting implications are evident in 

contemporary popular culture, and so these restrictions are pivotal to acknowledge even 

in a contemporary literary context. 

 

RESTRICTIONS OF THE MEDIUM AND TROPES 

As discussed in the earlier section, the length of my novella certainly restricted my 

character development and design. However, this restrictive length lent itself well to the 

stereotypes I sought to explore. After all, “…novellas thrive on hyperbole and 

grotesquerie” (Whedon 565). Furthermore, the short length of my medium choice 

actually worked perfectly for the type of story I chose to tell – I knew before planning 

the length of my project that I would be telling the same story through two perspectives, 

even in terms of style and setting. As Whedon notes, “A clash – a dissonance – in 

voices leads to a dynamic instability, hence to a tautness that drives the novella 

forward” (567). This tenseness between my two protagonists and the writing styles and 

tones of my chapters was necessary not only to hold my reader’s attention, but also to 

accurately illustrate the lasting effect of Victorian social politics upon representations of 

Queerness – and of women.  

 The tropes explored in Adderose definitely restricted me – whereas I usually feel 

freer, as a contemporary writer, to explore physicality, I still found myself unable to 

show any displays of affection between Al and Francine. After all, as Foucault explains, 

“For a long time, the story goes, we supported a Victorian regime, and we continue to 

be dominated by it even today. Thus the image of the imperial prude is emblazoned on 

our restrained, mute, and hypocritical sexuality” (3). I certainly felt this restriction 

throughout the writing process – perhaps surprisingly, I felt even more restricted in my 

contemporary chapters. I was able to Queer Code the characters, just as with the 

Victorian scenes, but I felt the restriction perhaps more sharply in these chapters, having 

previously been able to explore physical touch and attraction in other writings. The 
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closest hint to sex that I wrote was when Al thought back to Francine sleeping in their 

shared bed in their apartment. They never kiss, and they only hold hands when Al is 

distraught over Liam’s reappearance – thus, the sole instance of physical touch between 

the two women is not sexual, but comforting. While I was able to put a label on their 

relationship, going so far as having Al shout that she had a girlfriend at a catcaller, that 

was the limit to my exploration of the sexual portion of their relationship – and that 

exploration, that label, simply implies sexuality, but does not necessary demand it.  

 These characters, after all, could be asexual – but that is a term that would rarely 

be used in contemporary pop culture. Vocabulary like this is simply seldom utilized – 

though times are, happily, changing, as seen in the inclusion of an asexual character – 

and the deep exploration of his identity – on the popular adult cartoon Bojack 

Horseman. There is also a pansexual main character in the popular sitcom Schitt’s 

Creek. Along this note, I also was not able to “out” either Al or Adderose as bisexual or 

pansexual. This would certainly not be appropriate in the Victorian chapters, but I was 

also held back by the tropes and stereotypes I was exploring in the contemporary 

scenes. Shows like Schitt’s Creek are, happily, not necessarily working within the trope 

I assigned to myself. Indeed, I only used the word lesbian once – and it was said by 

Ellen Matheson simply to prove this point, that widespread contemporary audiences are 

not generally interested in Queer storylines. Still, I was able to explore the Bisexual 

stereotypes, by having Liam say that Al was not “gay” and that she was lying to 

Francine in order to use her. This is, after all, the impression that many heterosexual and 

Queer people appear to have, to the point that it is reflected in a common assumption or 

stereotype that bisexuality or pansexuality does not exist, and that instead one is either 

gay or straight – with no spectrum involved.  

 While Queer pop culture can certainly reference the Kinsey scale, it does not 

necessarily mean that their audience uses or understands that terminology. Furthermore, 

even “Queer” shows like the extremely popular The L Word fall prey to tropes like 

Lesbian Death Syndrome as Spectacle, in which the trope is “…used in television 

narratives is for shock value especially in dramas and especially to bump up network 

ratings” (Hulan 23). It could be argued that the more “Queer” one wants to make a 

piece of pop culture, the more suffering and drama one must add to make it palatable to 

a conservative audience. This echoes the Victorian writers such as Oscar Wilde who 
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were forced to Queer Code rather than use blatant language to describe their characters. 

Still, as is tragically shown by Oscar Wilde’s fate, the more “obvious” a writer’s Queer 

Coding was, the more unacceptable and dangerous the act became. It must be constantly 

reiterated here that tropes like Bury Your Gays started out as refuge for Queer 

representation – and with this refuge came the exploitation we still see in today’s pop 

culture.   

The Victorian age began to be portrayed as an era of sexual repression. This 

image took on a renewed significance during the 1960s and 1970s. With the idea 

of sexual liberation and the shift towards a new ‘permissiveness’, the Victorian 

age was seen as the paradigm of sexual and moral hypocrisy. It was 

characterized as a period of public purity and private vice, with an outward show 

of respectability hiding an underbelly of pornography and prostitution. (Nead 2)  

Indeed, as a contemporary writer, I found myself in an odd position: rather than being 

subject to the restricted sexuality of the Victorian era, I found myself being able to 

wield it, to use it as part of my medium. It was essential for me, throughout the writing 

process, to acknowledge the fact that I am writing this in 2019, without the intention of 

reaching a widespread audience for profit. In my own writing, I am not necessarily tied 

down by the tropes that I am exploring in this particular novella – I simply feel the 

effects of these tropes in my everyday pop culture consumption, and therefore a need to 

understand the relationship between Queerness and these stereotypes.  

 

WRITING AND REVISION PROCESS 

I chose to explore my thesis through a creative writing project because of the engaging 

act of creating fiction in general. As Susan McWilliams found after implementing a 

creative writing assignment for a political science course, switching from technical to 

creative writing allowed her students to “…consider politics through different 

perspectives, wrestle with the complications of political narrative, and make them better 

readers and critical thinkers” (1097). Indeed, after researching Victorian social politics 

and its effect on Queer representation, I understood the need to explore these tropes I 

was studying in a more thorough way: by utilizing them myself. 

 Unsurprisingly, I found myself deviating from my initial plan while writing and 

revising, shifting the focus to be not only on Queer representation but also upon women 
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– and, in particular, upon the threat of adultery. In Victorian times, “For a woman, an 

act of adultery actually violated her femininity; it was unnatural and irrevocable. This 

belief that sexual deviancy and its effects were somehow permanent and unalterable 

was an important mechanism in the categorization of female sexuality… a fall from 

virtue was final” (Nead 49). I found I simply could not focus on these characters’ 

sexualities without also addressing the representation of women. This, then, is where I 

quickly diverged from my drawing from male Queer characters such as Robert Audley. 

Immediately, within my first draft, I revised my initial outline and expanded my 

research to include the Victorian handling of womanhood and motherhood.  

 In terms of process, I first sent my outline, and then my first three chapters, and 

then finally the first full draft of the novella in its entirety to my supervisor. Writing and 

sending the novella in stages like this felt a bit like a nod to the serialized nature of 

Sensation Fiction. Some of the biggest technical issues I came across were stylistic: my 

style tends to be jarring, with abrupt shifts in setting and dialogue. While this worked 

better in the contemporary chapters, my supervisor immediately pointed out that the 

abrupt plot or even setting movements were distracting, whereas I had intended them to 

be only disorienting. Another note I received was that Francine and Al sounded too 

similar in their dialogue styles – to fix this, I changed Francine’s home state from 

Connecticut to New Jersey, which is my own accent and slang and therefore more 

natural for me to write. Additionally, my supervisor suggested I find a more Victorian 

tone. I considered applying my contemporary “New York” tone to my Victorian 

chapters, but decided against it, as the misplaced tone would likely feel gimmicky or 

heavy-handed, whereas I wanted instead to pay homage to the Victorian works upon 

which I was reflecting. Therefore, my first round of edits had mostly to do with 

smoothing dialogue and in-scene movements, and also adjusting my tone, making it a 

bit more “ornamented” or “heavy.” This tone was what I struggled with the most, as I 

received the same comment even after my revisions – to continue to look for that 

Victorian tone, in both descriptive prose and in dialogue. Reflecting upon this, my 

hesitance at fully embracing the Victorian style may have been a textural one: I did not 

want to create too obvious a rift between my Victorian and my contemporary chapters. I 

wanted my reader to jump across a riverbed – not to have to scale a canyon. The novella 

is too short and the chapters switch too frequently to risk too much dissonance, as I was 
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again hoping to mirror the chapters at least slightly. Also, the reader’s experience is 

intended to be repetitive or even redundant as they progress through the chapters, as this 

is the most succinct way I can emphasize how these tropes have endured the century. So 

while I did go in and revise the Victorian ones once more, I still refrained from adopting 

a “fully” Victorian style, simply for the sake of flow between chapters. Furthermore, I 

purposely repeated lines of dialogue, either exactly or through paraphrase, between the 

two storylines. I utilized this redundancy in order to emphasize to the reader that these 

stories have been told before – that characters like Adderose and Fanny have been 

mishandled throughout the century. That repetition is a critical part of my concept.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Interacting with Sensation Fiction novels allowed me to explore the relationship 

between historical and contemporary culture – after all, all art is interacting with not 

only the present, but also the past. My writing process for Adderose was limited in that I 

required myself to work within the Bury Your Gays trope, to restrict the length of my 

work to a novella, and to use melodrama as a literary tool. As this literary strategy is 

common in both Victorian and contemporary fiction, the two segments of the novel 

flowed naturally together, despite each setting’s differing political climates. While the 

handling of Queer or Other characters in literature has been both problematic and 

empowering, the deep roots of representation needs to be fully understood before 

contemporary popular culture can completely dismantle it and improve upon it.  
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